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Getting personal
By all accounts, things are not looking pretty
for the PC market. With a sixth straight
quarter-on-quarter decline, planting us firmly
in a PC recession, global shipments have
fallen to their lowest levels since 2007 (the
tipping point for many countries to enter the
economic recession), says Gartner. Newer
form factors, such as the tablet, phablet
and hybrid, have raised a little cheer here
and there, but we’re still on a downward
trajectory.
The smartphone may have had something
to do with the PC’s decline as people are
increasingly able to do as much from their
pockets as they used to with kit sprawled
under and over a desk. With more data being
saved in cloud services, are private buyers and
enterprises needing to refresh hardware so
often? The economic conditions, especially in
South Africa, are also a factor to consider as
assets are being sweated and upgrade cycles
being pushed back.
Then there’s Windows’ up-and-down cycle
over the past decade: in 2007 the world
was trying to avoid upgrading from XP to
Vista, then came Windows 7 in 2009 selling
240 million in its first year; contrast that to
Windows 8 which received less acceptance
and sold 200 million in its first 15 months. Of
course, the move to Windows 10 has been

somewhat different in that it’s a free upgrade
for Windows 7 and 8 owners and uptake has
been healthy (over 200 million activations in
the first six months), but that could also have
impacted PC unit sales. Buoyed by the cool
factor of its iPhone and iPad products, Apple
was the only major vendor to see positive
sales in 2015, and, according to Gartner,
entered the top five PC vendors last year.
Virtual reality offers a glimmer of hope
as upgrades will likely be necessary to more
powerful hardware to support the graphics
processing requirements.
For those in the PC channel, the market
isn’t what it used to be – margins are getting
slashed and pile ‘em high retailers like Game
are taking the lion’s share.
In this issue of The Margin, we look at the
PC market in more depth, particularly how the
tech is evolving and where the market is likely
going. We also look at non-traditional tech
stores, notably fashion and apparel retailers,
encroaching on the market; just what are their
ambitions? As South Africa’s economy makes
for continued depressing reading, reflecting
the political nonsense played out in the media
on a daily basis, we reflect on ways that
channel companies can weather the tough
economy. And you’ll also find in this issue our
feature on selling to the Silver Surfer, where

we consider the importance of service when
it comes to selling to the older consumer, and
having a key differentiator.
There’s much more inside, so if you’re in the
business of selling technology, whether it’s
PCs to private consumers or datacentres and
IT services to enterprises, I’m sure you’ll find
something of interest.
Happy reading

Adrian Hinchcliffe
Editor
adrian@itweb.co.za
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Local deals

• Business Connexion acquired the RDC Group, a database and operating
system administration provider.
• Convergence Partners and Stockdale Street acquired e4, a South African
company with a footprint in Africa, Europe, the US and Australia, which
operates Software as a Service platforms to clients in the financial
services, retail and legal sectors.
• Dark Fibre Africa invested in fibre-to-the-home specialist SA Digital Villages.
• EOH bought Aptronics for R124 million.
• First Distribution bought Linux Warehouse, which will become the open
source division of the former.
• Hengtong Optic, a Chinese cable manufacturer, purchased Altron’s
subsidiary Aberdare Group for R1.2 billion.
• International Finance Corporation and IFC Asset Management Company
Funds made a $107 million equity investment in Net 1 UEPS Technologies.
• Iron Mountain purchased a controlling interest (75 percent) in Docufile
South Africa.
• Little River Trading 264 acquired certain immovable property of IST
Holdings, part of the Altron Group, for R102 million.
• Net1 UEPS Technologies purchased a 60 percent interest in Masterpayment,
a specialist payment services processor based in Munich, Germany.
• Tritech Media, the Kirsch family’s media technology innovator, has acquired
an effective 51 percent interest in Ionizr proximity advertising technology.

African news

• Airtel Sierra Leone has commissioned a $10 million datacentre in Freetown.
• Telecoms operator Angola Cables SA and Japan’s NEC Corporation will
spend $160 million to construct the first subsea fibre-optic cable system to
connect Africa and South America. It’s planned to be operational in 2018.
• Five telecoms operators, including MTN and Telkom, have designs on a
new, superfast submarine cable system connecting Africa with the Middle
East (and onward to Europe) and South-Central Asia. The backers hope to
have the cable system, to be known as Africa-1, in service by Q3 next year.
• The IDC has opened a dedicated office in Cairo’s Smart Village.
• Networks Unlimited has opened an office in Mauritius.
• SAP has opened a new office in Casablanca, Morocco.

International developments

• Alphabet and climate control systems maker Honeywell International
have reached an agreement to resolve patent disputes related to
Alphabet’s Nest Labs.
• The new Dell and EMC family of businesses will be called Dell
Technologies once the merger has been completed.
• HTC has established a new company, renewing speculation the
smartphone vendor may spin off its virtual reality business.
• Nvidia has settled a graphics patent dispute with Samsung Electronics.

Local developments

• Naspers has opened an office in San Francisco.
• Vodacom is closing its M-Pesa initiative in South Africa.

International deals

• A strategic partnership has been formed between Accenture
and Splunk, integrating Splunk products and cloud services into
Accenture’s application services, security and digital offerings.
Accenture has also formed a joint venture with Apax Partners, a
global private equity firm, to accelerate the innovation of claims,
billing and policy administration software for the insurance industry.
And, Accenture acquired OPS Rules, a boutique analysis consulting
company.
• A consortium, led by China-based Apex Technology and Asia-focused
PAG Asia Capital and including Legend Capital Management, acquired
Lexmark International for $3.6 billion.
• Apple made a $1 billion investment in Chinese ride-hailing service
Didi Chuxing.
• Blackstone Group acquired a majority stake in Indian IT outsourcing
services provider Mphasis from Hewlett-Packard Enterprise for
$1.1 billion.
• Brocade bought Ruckus Wireless for $1.5 billion.
• Cypress Semiconductor purchased the IoT business and related
assets of Broadcom for $550 million.
• Dimension Data acquired Ceryx, a privately-owned Torontoheadquartered company that offers a suite of services across the
Microsoft messaging and collaboration suite.
• Ericsson bought NodePrime in a move designed to accelerate
software-defined infrastructure.
• Ingram Micro purchased Ensim Corporation, a firm that enables the
distribution of cloud applications.
• Logitech International acquired Jaybird, a provider of wireless audio
wearables for sports and active lifestyles, for $95 million.
• Mitel Networks bought Polycom, a fellow voice and telephony gear
maker, for $1.96 billion.
• Nokia purchased Withings, a French connected health startup, for
€170 million.
• OpenText acquired ANXeBusiness, a provider of cloud-based
information exchange services to the US automotive and healthcare
industries. It also plans to acquire certain customer experience
software and services assets from HP, including HP TeamSite.
• Oracle bought Opower, a software maker for utilities, for $548
million, as well as Textura, a cloud-based payment management
services provider, for $663 million. It also purchased Crosswire, an
Israeli cross-device mapping company in a deal worth $50 million.
• Sage Group made a 20.7 percent investment in Fairsail, a provider of
cloud human capital management products.
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Technology and business for the channel… now online.

COLUMN

The ‘Greek Geek’ highlights some of the
stories from the worlds of science and tech
that caught his attention.
F O L L O W H I M O N T W I T T E R @AKIANASTASIOU

#RIPpetrolcar

IS IT PREMATURE to predict the death of
the petrol-driven automobile? Since the first
one was introduced 130 years ago by Karl
Benz, fuel-driven cars have changed the world
and broken down transportation barriers.
We passed the 1.2 billion vehicle population
mark in 2014. But the fuel-driven car is dying
a slow death, as many experts predict sales
of fuel-driven vehicles will be surpassed by
electric vehicles around the middle of the next
decade. The signs are certainly there. Volvo, for
example, plans to sell one million electric cars
by 2025 and the Dutch are setting a target to
ban sales of diesel and fuel-driven cars during
the same year. If you’re still unsure about
electric cars, just look at the pre-orders for Elon
Musk’s recently announced Tesla 3 electric car
that will cost $35 000 (R525 000). Since the
announcement on 31 March, Tesla already
has orders for 400 000 vehicles and Musk
is predicting that number to reach 500 000
by the time the first vehicle is rolls off the
production line towards the end of 2017. To
put that into perspective, the best-selling car
in the USA during 2015 was the Toyota Camry,
which sold 429 000 units.

PCs in decline

ACCORDING TO RESEARCH firm Canalys,
worldwide PC shipments, which include
desktops, notebooks, hybrids and tablets,
totalled 101 million units in the first quarter of
2016. Compared to the same period in 2015,
that’s a 13 percent drop taking the industry
to the lowest point since 2011. Apple remains
the big player, leading the market shipping
over 14 million units in the first quarter
despite falling 17 percent. The one sector
that did grow was the hybrid market where
a notebook comes with a detachable screen
that doubles as a tablet. This sector showed
a 13 percent growth. Tablets are the worst
performers falling by 15 percent or 39 million
units shipped.

Game of drones

DRONES ARE SET to cause disruption in
many industries according to PwC’s latest
study. The company is predicting the drone
technology market as potentially valued at
$127 billion in the next four years. Drones are
already disrupting and impacting a range of
industries, from filmmaking to agriculture to
delivery of medicines to rural areas. Drones
equipped with high-quality cameras and sensors are able to collect data in real-time and provide
analytics and insights that help improve business processes.
DHL has been running trials for its drone service called DHL Parcelcopter. The tests were
conducted successfully in Germany earlier this year during challenging alpine winter conditions.
The process is automated at DHL’s Parcelcopter Skyport. Drones simply land, pick up the parcels
and fly away without any human intervention. DHL’s third generation drone is completely
autonomous and can carry a payload of 2kg, has a flight distance of around 8.3km and flies
at 70km/h. The distance might not sound like much but the same journey by car takes over
30 minutes in winter.

Mobile’s
big growth
CISCO’S RECENTLY
RELEASED VNI Global Mobile
Data Traffic Forecast shares
some interesting insights into
where the future of mobile data
usage is heading by 2020.
Global mobile data traffic

will grow eightfold to
30.6 exabytes per
month.

By 2020, there will be

5.5 billion
global mobile users.

By 2020,

over 75 percent

of the world’s mobile data
traffic will be video.

Globally, mobile traffic per user will reach

5 216 megabytes per
month by 2020,

up from 746 megabytes per month in
2015. In comparison the average user
in South Africa is expected to use 2,740
megabytes per month by 2020, up from
340 megabytes per month in 2015.

In South Africa,

mobile data traffic will grow 9-fold
from 2015 to 2020,

a compound annual growth rate of 55 percent.
Q2 2016 |
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A Goldstuck

Arthur Goldstuck is the founder of World Wide Worx and editor-in-chief of gadget.co.za.
F O L L O W H I M O N T W I T T E R A N D I N S TA G R A M O N @ A R T 2 G E E

Selling the invisible
THERE WAS A TIME WHEN SELLING THE INTERNET MEANT SELLING HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, UNTIL IT
BECAME AN INVISIBLE PART OF THE BACKGROUND. THERE ARE SIGNS THAT OTHER DEVICES ARE GOING THE
SAME WAY.

D

o you remember when the internet
was something consumers and
small businesses bought in a box?
That sounds like a quaint way of packaging
connectivity, which now tends to be built into
all other connected devices.
At the time, you needed a starter kit,
modem and accessories to get hooked up.
Then the internet evolved and became
invisible, and only the back-end ran on sellable
hardware.
There are now signs that something very
similar could happen with connected devices
and other hardware.
One of the first clues came in a new device
launched by Sony at Mobile World Congress in
Barcelona earlier this year, and was bolstered
by comments made later by the company’s
CEO, Kazuo Hirai, in Tokyo.
The Xperia Projector, which projects
an interactive display onto any surface, in
effect turns the surface into a computer or
smartphone. Right now, the Xperia Projector
is an object the size of a small PC tower. But,
with the rapid advance of miniaturisation, it’s
easy to envisage it shrinking dramatically.
Once you can cram its intelligence into a
keyring, pendant or even a ring, for example,
it could be the end of the smartphone as we
know it. In a restaurant, all you’d need is a
serviette on which to project the interface of
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the “phone”. In a few years’ time, then, it could
be a good idea to invest in serviettes, but
certainly not in smartphone hardware.
“Today, we’re dependent on our phones, but
as the communication paradigm shifts to new
forms of communication, we want to be at the
forefront of new ideas,” said Hirai at a media
briefing in Tokyo recently. He envisaged a
company that would focus on building greater

manage the back office and make it more
efficient. Now, it has to support the business
as the business becomes more digital. Every
company has to become a software company
to compete and succeed.”
He outlined an even more vigorous vision
than Hirai’s: “The future will be defined
by technology that’s so powerful, it will
be difficult to comprehend. 2001 was the
beginning of a new model for
computer delivery. Today, those
marvels seem like relics from
a museum. Processing power
increases 10 times every five years.
Think 15 years from now, to 2031.
We’ll have a 1000-fold increase over
what we have today.”
With the datacentre at the heart of this
vision, and cloud computing as the delivery
environment, it will mean less and less
dependence on storage on devices and
premises. In the same way the internet
became invisible as it evolved, so will storage.
And if all you need is the interface to a
computer, rather than the computer itself,
even tablets and computers will become
invisible.
With the internet, one market sector had
to deal with selling the invisible. Before long,
everyone in the channel may need to learn
that art.

“In the same way the internet
became invisible as it
evolved, so will storage.”
intelligence into devices and services, rather
than focusing exclusively on the hardware.
“At Sony, we have a lot of different
technology and a lot of great products that
push the boundaries of communication
intelligently,” he said.
On the other side of the world, at the recent
EMC World conference in Las Vegas, the flip
side of this vision emerged from a keynote
address by Dell founder and CEO Michael Dell,
in explaining why his company had paid a
record $67-billion for storage leader EMC.
“It all begins with the modern datacentre,”
he said. “Once, the datacentre was used to

STAT ATTACK
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What’s up?

Global shipments of
Nearly 156
billion mobile notebook-use
applications touch panels
were installed worldwide in
increased
2015, and this will grow to
more than 210 billion installs 0.8% during Q1 2016,

Worldwide shipments of virtual reality
hardware will skyrocket in 2016, with
total volumes

reaching 9.6 million
units, according to IDC.

says Digitimes Research.

in 2020, says IDC.

The category should generate hardware
revenue of approximately

Global mobile app revenue

$2.3 billion in 2016.
Total spending on
IT infrastructure products
(server, storage and Ethernet
switch) for deployment in
cloud environments will

increase
by 18.9% in
2016 to reach
$38.2 billion,
according to IDC.

By 2020,

South African fibre
broadband services are

growing at
close to 80%
per annum,
says BMI-Techknowledge.

mobile data
traffic will
grow ninefold in SA,

will grow by
2.2-times
over the next
five years,
and reach $79 billion in
2020, says Ovum.

at CAGR of 55%,
according to Cisco’s
Visual Networking Index
Global Mobile Data Traffic
Forecast.

What’s down?

Worldwide
IT spending

is forecast to total
$3.49 trillion in
2016,

South Africa’s

Worldwide
internet
PC shipments services market
totalled
64.8 million units
in Q1 2016,

a decline a 9.6%
of 0.5% decline
over 2015
from Q1
spending,
2015,
according to
Gartner.

Worldwide
notebook
shipments will
grow 9.7%

says Gartner.

grew
less than
10% in
2015,
compared to over
30% five years
prior, says BMITechknowledge.

The EMEA market purpose-built
backup appliance fell 5% to just
over $935 million in the full
year of 2015, says IDC.

sequentially
in Q2 2016,
but will still be
down 10%
year on year,
says Digitimes
Research.

48.85 million touch panels
(used in smaller than 11-inch tablets) were
shipped globally during Q1 2016,

a decrease of 29% on
the quarter,
estimates Digitimes Research.
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Apple in the enterprise –
Open up and say iPad

APPLE IS (SURPRISINGLY ENOUGH) A BIT OF A BIG DEAL IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN ENTERPRISE SECTOR. AND
WHILE ITS NOTEBOOKS AND DESKTOPS ARE SEXY AS HELL, IT’S THE TABLETS AND NOT THE COMPUTERS
WHERE THE MAJOR INTEREST LIES…

WORDS SHAUN GIBSON
PHOTOGRAPHY SHUTTERSTOCK

A

pple’s muscle in the consumer market
is unquestionable. But the Californian
fruit company’s prowess in the
enterprise sector is a force to be reckoned with
too. It might have made a mere ten percent of
its 2015 revenues from selling its wares to the
business sector. But it's a small piece of a very
big number.
Doing the mathematics, Apple’s
enterprise business adds up to a fairly
significant US$25 billion revenue in 2015 – a
40% improvement on the previous year. It
also drops Apple right in the mix with the top
15 companies that make their living out of
focusing – almost single-mindedly – on the
enterprise IT market.
And because its strength is a product that’s
equally popular with the consumer and the
business user, it makes Apple a tough company
to compete against.

Looking local

Core Group – Apple’s sole South African
distributor (outside of the mobile networks)
– wouldn’t comment on the ratio or revenue
splits between consumer and enterprise in the
local market. But it confirms the enterprise
sector is a healthy contributor to local
revenues.
What’s most interesting, however, is where
that enterprise revenue comes from.
It would be easy to assume Apple’s
enterprise booty stems from it becoming more
relevant to users outside of the traditional
stronghold of advertising agencies, creative
studios and multimedia experts.
After all, simply look at how many not-sobearded, anti-hipster business types there are
tapping away at Macbook keyboards these
days for evidence of how much the status quo
has changed.
Mac sales are doing well as a result of
mainstreaming and BYOD. But, the Mac isn’t
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analysis

“Increasingly we’re seeing
how organisations consider
the business objective first.
The app fulfills on the need
and then pulls everything else
– like the hardware decision –
downstream with it.”
Mark Rolle, Gijima
Apple’s big win in the business market – it’s
iOS. If you look at the sheer volume of iOS
devices used by business folks today, you’ll
appreciate how significantly the Apple brand
has made its way across the entire business.

Exponentially bigger

Christopher Dodd, head of Enterprise and
Education at Core, says his company moves
between five and six times more iOS devices
(tablets and smartphones) into the business

sector than it does Macs.
“The iPad has opened up a whole
new world of enterprise clients. It’s
an amazing tool for a much broader
audience of users in the front and
back office and across a wide variety
of verticals, where you wouldn’t
dream of using a PC,” he says.
Dodd says although its inherently
a productivity tool for consumers
and business folks out of the box, the
vast majority of iPads going into the
business sector are sold as part of a
broader solution offering.
There are a number of examples to support
Dodd’s statement:
• Engen’s recent rollout of 600 iPads in
its forecourt environment to improve its
attendants’ education level across a wide
variety of areas;
• FNB kitting its private and relationship
bankers with iPads and a custom app
that allowed them to do their job without
anything else a few years back;
• Harcourts giving its estate agents iPads

and custom software to accurately capture
listings and work with properties throughout
the sales cycle; and
• Discovery using the iPad as a platform when
it provided 3 000 doctors with a custom
software solution built around its Health ID
platform.
Speak to one of Core’s resellers and, apart
from the handful focused exclusively on Mac
or on servicing creatives, they’ll tell you the
same thing. Apps that revolutionise business
operations – regardless of the size or nature of
the business – win out.

The app often leads

This has been the case for Gijima, which caused
a stir in 2011 when it was appointed Apple’s
first local systems integrator – a title that’s
since become defunct with the restructuring of
Apple’s local channel.
Gijima’s Services Asset manager for mobility
and managed workplace, Mark Rolle says it
learnt a lot by kitting its workforce out with
iPads to encourage productivity and mobility. It
has since employed many of those learnings in
its go-to-market approach.
Rolle points to two examples. The first is
equipping its 400-strong engineering workforce
with a solution that allowed field workers to
be assigned jobs, capture details of callouts
and gain customer satisfaction feedback – all
electronically.
“One of the key benefits was geo-location,
so each time our call centre received a call, we
were able to locate the closest engineer, assess
their current workload and skillset, and deploy
appropriate resources quickly,” he says. This
resulted in an 84% gain in efficiency in field staff.
Rolle highlights a second example, where
the business imperative led the deal. Gijima’s
Boardview application allows for electronic
delivery and collaboration around information
or board packs for directors. While the app is
available across Windows and Android devices,
Rolle says the vast majority of users prefer the
experience on an iPad.
“Increasingly we’re seeing how organisations
consider the business objective first. The app
fulfills on the need and then pulls everything
else – like the hardware decision – downstream
with it.”

Acceptance from the IT crowd

The ‘halo effect’ of Apple’s prowess as
a consumer brand played a big role in
getting business influencers to pressurise IT
departments to at least consider the iPad and
iPhone as business tools.
But it’s only when the mobile device
management vendors started supporting Apple
devices the same way they did other business
devices that IT was willing to consider it.
The next step was for Core and Apple’s South
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African reseller base to build up the expertise
to integrate Apple kit into popular business
ecosystems. And then the floodgates started
opening.
Robin Olivier, MD, Digicape – one of
Apple’s Premium resellers – notes a couple
of additional factors. “Companies are opening
up to various platforms and there’s a modern
trend in business where people are moving
towards embracing a mobile salesforce,” he
says.
“They’re also giving staff a choice in what
computing hardware they use, particularly
in environments where employees own the
hardware, but the investment is part-paid by
the employer.
“In one example, we found 70% of the
staffers given the choice of Apple and two
other mainstream brands picked the Apple
product.
“We were quite surprised,” he says. “We
thought there would be interest, but not as
high as this. And the company in question
certainly wasn’t expecting it either.”
While Olivier says it’s certainly easier today
to integrate Apple solutions with traditional
business infrastructure, there’s still some
reliance on the reseller or integrator to
negotiate the subtle changes working with the
Apple ecosystem brings.

A channel, just like the others

Despite the success Core and its channel
partners have been achieving over the past
few years, the inner workings of the local Apple
channel have remained shrouded in mystery.
Or at least so it seems.
In reality though, it’s structured the same
15
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way the majority of channel models are. There’s
a single distributor in the form of Core, and
somewhere in the region of 400 authorised
reseller partners.
Tiering works in a similar way to other
vendors’ programmes. Resellers (and premium
resellers) are required to have resources with
specific minimum certifications and are held
accountable to revenue targets.
Support is handled primarily by Core group
and its technical team, but since Apple now
has a local office with a (albeit limited) staff
complement – a move driven by its direct
relationship with the telcos around iPhone –
there’s often shared marketing activities and
most importantly an escalation path for really
pressing technical issues.
It’s what you’d expect of any reseller
programme, except for one thing. It’s laced
with Apple’s unwavering ambition of highperformance.
“Apple is very secretive and demands
excellence and high-performance at all times.
What was often interpreted as Core’s way of
doing business, was actually Apple’s way of
doing business,” says Digicape’s Olivier.
“Core has done a great job of developing
Apple in South Africa and it’s often taken a bit
of stick – perhaps unfairly so – for driving its
channel so hard.
“But before Apple’s official arrival in South
Africa, Core had managed to single-handedly
bring the brand from the underground and put
it in the mainstream spotlight,” he says. Given
the business it’s built to date, wherever your
business sits in the channel, Apple’s presence
in the South African enterprise IT market is
undoubtedly one to keep an eye on.

Apple's
enterprise deals

If you were under any doubts that Apple
isn’t serious about getting into the
enterprise, here are some of the major
players it’s linked up with in the past
couple of years to bolster its ambition.
M A Y 2 0 1 6 – Apple and SAP announce a
broad partnership aimed at improving the mobile
experience for enterprise customers by “combining
powerful native apps for iPhone and iPad with
the cutting-edge capabilities of the SAP HANA
platform,” notes a company statement.
A U G U S T 2 0 1 5 – Apple and Cisco reveal a
partnership to optimise Cisco networks for iOS
devices and apps, integrating iPhone and iPads
with Cisco enterprise environments. The focus is
predominantly around mobile, cloud, security and
collaboration tools.
A P R I L 2 0 1 5 – Apple CFO Luca Maestri reveals,
on a Q2 earnings call to analysts, the company
has been working with cloud storage specialist
Box, electronic signature and digital transaction
management firm DocuSign, and field service
management software company ServiceMax.
J U L Y 2 0 1 4 – Apple and IBM ink a global
partnership focused on bringing IBM’s big data
and analytics capabilities to enterprise iPad
and iPhone users. To date, over 100 industryspecific enterprise apps have resulted from this
partnership, and there’s talk of future iOS apps
leveraging Watson, and IBM adopting Apple’s
Swift programming language.
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Stock
watch
FortiGate 6040E
Category:

Security – firewalls

Brand:

Fortinet

RRP:

Available on request

Distributor:

Maxtec, Praven Pillay, 011 803 6635;
Networks Unlimited, Wayne Bird, 011 202 8400

Date of availability: Q2 2016

Specifications

320Gbps enterprise firewall throughput

80Gbps throughput with all next-generation firewall features
enabled
FortiASIC CP9 brings enhanced SSL decryption performance to close
gaps in the attack surface

Inspiron 15 7559
Category:

Notebooks

Brand:

Dell

RRP:

R19 999

Distributor:

Drive Control Corporation, 011 201 8927

Date of availability: Available now

Specifications

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960M 4GB graphics card

Two cooling fans, three exhausts and large vents with 240 thermal
fins
1TB HDD dual drive – available option
128GB solid-state drive – available option.

USPs

Affordable gaming laptop

Graphics that deliver high frame-per-second rates in games and 		
accelerates the tasks of video editing and transcoding
Inexpensive to add RAM or SSD card
Back panel comes off with a single screw
FHD anti-glare IPS wide-angle display (1 920x1 080) for an 		
immersive gaming experience.
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Intelligent networking, security, processing, and management
capabilities are all efficiently integrated within a small form-factor
chassis.

USPs

FortiGate 6040E is designed to secure vast amounts of mobile and
cloud traffic for the largest of enterprises
With the FortiGate 6040E, enterprises don’t have to choose between
security features and network speed disruption. Businesses can
deploy security wherever it’s needed, without impacting network
functionality
The FortiGate 6040E can offload and accelerate the security
performance of its dual CPUs
Integrating advanced security processing, intelligent controls and
high-speed networking enable the FortiGate 6040E to deliver
unprecedented security and network performance in a deceptively
compact form-factor.

products

Drive Series (40/50/60)
Category:

GPS

Brand:

Garmin

RRP:

R1 999 – R2 899

Distributor:

Garmin, 011 258 9999

Date of availability: Available now

Specifications

Display sizes: Drive 40 10.9cm; Drive 50 12.7cm; Drive 60 15.4cm
Free lifetime map updates for southern Africa
Driver alerts

USPs

Receive alerts for upcoming sharp bends, speed zone changes, school zones,
fatigue warning, nearby red light and safety cameras, driving in the wrong
direction, railway and animal crossings
Find new and popular restaurants, shops and more with integrated
Foursquare POIs
Navigate complex interchanges with ease: brightly coloured arrows indicate
the proper lane position for your next turn or exit

Sounds-like search
Garmin RealDirections
LaneAssist with Junction View
Safety camera alerts
Foursquare points of interest.

Hear spoken turn-by-turn directions from speech technology that sounds
more like a natural, friendly human voice
Easily find places up ahead, like food and fuel stations, without leaving the
map.

CHANNEL DEDICATED
OKI IS PASSIONATE, COMMITTED AND LOYAL TO THE RESELLER CHANNEL

DOT MATRIX

COLOUR/MONO LASERS

MULTI FUNCTIONS

SPECIALITY PRINTERS

LINE PRINTERS

011 553 2800
www.okisa.co.za
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B-web 9300
Category:

Time and attendance terminal

Brand:

KABA

RRP:

Available on request

Distributor:

AWM360 Data Systems, 087 321 0102

Date of availability: Available now

Specifications
Resolution: 320 x 240

Index Smart Scale
Category:

Health and wellness

Brand:

Garmin

RRP:

R2 899

Distributors:

Garmin - 011 251 9999

Date of availability: Available now

Five programmable function keys for time and attendance
24V power supply/PoE
Protection class according to IEC 60529: IP54.

USPs

Display gives information of employees such as leave balances
Simple, robust and easy to use
Support for biometrics
Support for Legic, Mifare and HID RFID reading technologies.

Specifications
Weight: 2.8kg

Dimensions: 35 x 31 x 3cm
Weight limit: 181.4kg
Battery life: up to 9 months. Uses 4 AA batteries (included)
BLE-capable
ANT+ compatible
WiFi2: 2.4GHz 802.11 b/g/n.

USPs

Multiple users: Wireless synchronisation with up to 16 different
Garmin Connect accounts
Smartly Connected: Step on and the Index smart scale is able to
recognise the specific user and automatically upload data to that
user’s Garmin connect account
Extra-large, night-readable display: The LCD displays bright extralarge numbers on a black background, allowing easy visibility
User-friendly set-up: Index smart scale will immediately go into a
WiFi, ANT+ and BLE beaconing mode as soon as the user inserts
batteries
In-depth metrics: Index smart scale measures metrics that matter,
such as weight, BMI, body fat and water percentage, bone and
muscle mass
All the data in one place: A smart solution for athletes to track body
composition data along with the rest of their data in Garmin Connect.
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How do these storage boxes

stack up?

IN THIS INDEPENDENT COMPARATIVE REVIEW, THE MARGIN PUTS
A SELECTION OF NAS DEVICES THROUGH THEIR PACES TO GIVE YOU
SOME INSIGHT INTO THEIR TECHNICAL PROWESS. WHICH SHOULD
YOU STOCK?
BY ANDRÉ SCHILD

W

ith the increasing quantity and
quality of personal and corporate
data, as well as the insecurities that
come with pure cloud storage, onsite Network
Attached Storage (NAS) devices pose an
interesting option for storage hungry users.

What is a NAS?

Essentially a standalone hard drive, a NAS
device can connect to a home or corporate
network by plugging it into a router or switch.
NAS devices can be deployed to share files
over a (WiFi) network. They can also act as
a print/backup/e-mail/FTP server, handle
secure VPN connections, be managed via
a browser or mobile device, automatically
download/sync files or folders and even
work as a media server. In addition, they
feature a built-in firewall, extensive file/folder
permission management, support encryption

and even auto-updating/scanning anti-virus
protection.
Modern day NAS-devices are compatible
with Windows Active Directory and also
support Apple or Linux-based machines. By
default, none of the entry-level devices tested
feature integrated WiFi support; they do,
however, facilitate a separately sold USB WiFi
dongle. All tested NAS-devices also feature
comprehensive (personal) cloud services, can
connect to existing cloud providers and are
fully manageable with mobile iOS and Android
apps.

Shapes and sizes

NAS-devices come in a number of different
forms. The simplest, entry-level versions
have room for just one or two hard disk
drives (HDDs), but models with space for tens
of drives exist. All five tested devices were
entry-level, two-bay. For most consumers,
prosumers and SMBs anything with room for
more than four HDDs will be overkill.

Different HDD setup modes can be chosen,
such as Redundant Array of Independent
Discs (RAID). RAID data storage technology
intelligently uses multiple drives to
significantly enhance performance (RAID 0),
reliability (RAID 1) or both (RAID 5 and 10).
The most widespread alternative to a RAID
configuration is called JBOD (Just a Bunch
Of Disks), which offers no form of improved
performance or reliability of any type, but
combines the drive as a single, logical volume.
JBOD does, however, offer the full capacity of
two or more drives instead of splitting them
up. On the downside, if one drive fails, all data
is gone and when performance lacks, there’s
no way to speed it up.

Benefits of NAS

For consumers and SMBs, NAS devices
provide users with control, functionality and
(security/policy) management over their
own personal or corporate data. Especially
when compared to cloud storage, which also
places more dependency on a solid internet
connection and often comes with a monthly
recurring fee.
NAS devices also offer higher performance
than cloud services, since they’re located onsite. That said, most NAS-devices can connect
to current cloud services or be configured to
create a secure personal/corporate cloud.

Test conditions
For this comparative review we focused on the latest models of entry-level, two-bay NAS devices. All five tested devices can handle conventional SATA HDDs,
as well as the more modern SSDs. Most of them, with the exception of the WD, support both 2.5-inch and 3.5-inch drives.
Each NAS device was tested without pre-installed HDDs and individually fitted with the exact same HDD – a 3.5-inch WD RED 8 TB SATA. Each tested
NAS had a maximum storage capacity of 16TB. Furthermore, all tested devices were one-time updated to the latest firmware at the exact same moment. All
devices were set to factory defaults and test relevant settings chosen, where applicable.
Test aspects included ease of use, versatility, power consumption and performance. We used Intel’s NAS Performance Toolkit (NASPT) as a primary
indicator of the device speed. In addition, 10GB of data was copied to and from the NAS as a secondary performance metric.
All performance measurements, as well as power consumption, were based on a single fitted HDD. When installed with two HDDs power consumption
will increase slightly. All tested NAS brands/models have mobile apps to manage them, however these apps weren’t tested and therefore aren’t included
in the final verdict.
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1

SYNOLOGY DS216J: VERY VERSATILE
RRP

R3 995

Dimensions (cm)

22.6 x 10 x 16.5

Product pagehttps://goo.gl/z1lV7V
DistributorCorex

Performance7.5/10
Ease of use7/10
Versatility8.5/10
Overall

When it comes to market share, Synology is by far the biggest NAS-manufacturer
worldwide for consumers, prosumers and even SMBs. The Taiwanese company has a
solid reputation for highly functional NAS-devices. Most Synology NAS-devices lack
aesthetic qualities, however. This DS2016j, for instance, features a simple plastic housing.
However, its operating system is where the magic happens.
While competitors try to visually outshine the market leader, Synology engineers are
continuously improving and polishing the software that powers their NAS devices. Only
the QNAP brand comes close to the extremely comprehensive list of features that Synology
offers. The Synology interface wins on ease of use.
Because of the highly optimised Synology operating system, the DS2016j doesn’t need much
horsepower to run smoothly. In fact, it has the lowest hardware specs of the lot, with a dual-core 1 GHz
CPU and 512 MB RAM. Nonetheless, it does measure up to the more powerful NAS-devices in this test
with a total Intel NASPT score of 785 MB/s.
Installing and swapping HDDs is initially tricky and requires a screwdriver, as does the QNAP NAS.
The WD, Netgear and Asustor use either a handy clicking mechanism or thumbscrews as an alternative.
The DS216j doesn’t house a front-facing USB connector, and both ports are on the rear of the device.
The DS216j does, however, feature a one-touch USB sync button on the front.
Compared to the other tested NAS-devices, the DS216j consumes the most energy (13.3 Watt) when
idle. In addition, it features just one Gigabit LAN connector where the QNAP and Netgear models have
two to improve network performance. The DS216j also lacks an eSATA port, which again, is featured on
the QNAP and Netgear devices. On the bright side, it is quiet during operation.

2

WD MY CLOUD EX2 ULTRA: SIMPLE SETUP

RRP
Dimensions (cm)

R2 499
15.7 x 9.9 x 16.5

Product pagehttp://goo.gl/cWqQyv
DistributorCorex
The My Cloud EX2 Ultra from storage giant WD is the most compact of all five tested devices, and
is also the cheapest, by some distance. The EX2 Ultra features a new generation dual-core 1.3 GHz
CPU and 1 GB RAM. Unfortunately, it has just one Gigabit connector and lacks an eSATA port to
connect further external storage. While it has sleek looks, it doesn’t feature a front-side USB port,
with its two USB connectors found on the rear. This device lacks an easy one-touch USB-sync
button.
In idle mode, the EX2 Ultra is quite energy-efficient using just 11.4 Watt. When active, however,
it requires a hefty (17.4 Watt) amount of energy. When it comes to performance, the EX2 Ultra is
almost as fast as the Netgear and Asustor devices with a total Intel NASPT score of 830 MB/s. It
can, however, be a bit noisy at peak performance.
A major advantage is the ultra-easy setup and configuration. Our Windows 10 and Apple test
systems had no issues finding the WD My Cloud EX2 Ultra on our network without having to set
anything up. In addition, the web interface is functional, clean and easy to navigate. Although this
NAS has lots of features, the range feels limited when compared to the options the Synology and
QNAP devices offer.

Performance
Ease of use
Versatility

8/10
8.5/10
7/10

Overall
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3

QNAP TS-231: COUNTLESS CONNECTIONS
RRP

R3 995

Dimensions (cm)
Product page

22.5 x 10.2 x 16.9
https://goo.gl/jkb1ZT

DistributorCorex

Performance
Ease of use

QNAP’s latest entry-level NAS features a solid plastic design with a premium look.
Connection-wise, it’s well represented and can easily match the more expensive Netgear
NAS. The TS-231 features two Gigabit connections to theoretically double network
performance. This device features three USB ports, including one on the front for easy
access. When connected with an external USB drive, a one-touch sync button quickly
transfers data between both devices. There’s also an eSATA port on the rear.
Of all the tested devices, the TS-231 delivers relatively low performance results with
an Intel NASPT score of 565 MB/s, mainly because of the Freescale CPU architecture.
Performance is still more than sufficient for most home and SMB scenarios, though. On the
upside, when actively transferring data, the QNAP requires the least amount of energy (13.2
Watt) of all tested devices.
When it comes to versatility, QNAP has a great reputation and is a definite trendsetter.
The TS-231 features an incredible amount of options that can only be rivalled by Synology,
albeit with a slightly less clean interface. Installing and replacing drives is less user-friendly
than with the WD, Netgear and Asustor and comparable with the Synology method
requiring a screwdriver.

6/10
6.5/10

Versatility8.5/10
Overall

4

NETGEAR RN202: PREMIUM POWERHOUSE

Estimated RRP
Dimensions (cm)
Product page
Distributor

R5 200
23 x 10.3 x 14.3
https://goo.gl/jkb1ZT
Tarsus

The serious-looking, metal-housed Netgear RN202 is the most
expensive device in this test, but delivers the highest clocked CPU
(1.4 GHz) and a generous 2 GB RAM to justify the high price. These
specifications reflect in its performance, which is the best of all tested
models delivering a total Intel NASPT score of 847 MB/s. The downside
to all that pure processing power is that, when active, the RN202
requires the highest (18.3 Watt) amount of energy of all tested devices.
Fitting drives is a breeze thanks to the handy clicking mechanism.
The drive trays are hidden behind a shiny ‘door’, which also houses the
power and one-touch USB-sync buttons. The RN202 features three USB
connectors – two on the rear and one on the front. With two separate
Gigabit LAN connectors, users can theoretically double network
bandwidth up to 2 Gbps. The device also features an eSATA connector.
Netgear specifically aims the RN202 at users looking for a super
secure backup device, and as a result offers tons of security and backup
features. The general web interface doesn’t look very special, but is
clean and does the trick nonetheless. Initially, Netgear NAS devices
lacked serious third-party app support, but this has improved lately.
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Performance

8.5/10

Ease of use

7.5/10

Versatility
Overall

7/10

comparative

review

5

ASUSTOR AS1002T: ENERGY EFFICIENT

RRP
Dimensions (cm)

R3 300
22.3 x 10.2 x 16.4

Product pagehttps://goo.gl/7YhuJI
DistributorMustek
Compared to the other NAS brands Asustor is a relative newcomer.
Nonetheless, the company has some serious chops; as the name might reveal,
Asustor is a subsidiary of Asus brand. It’s also worth noting, some Asustor
engineers are ex-QNAP employees.
The AS1002T runs on a 1 GHz dual-core processor and uses 512 MB RAM.
Unfortunately, it lacks easily extendible drive bays. To install or replace drives,
you need to unscrew the casing and HDDs. Luckily, the thumbscrews mean
you won’t be searching for a screwdriver – it’s not a daunting task, but the WD
and Netgear devices offer easier, clickable systems.
The AS1002T features one USB connection on the rear and one on the
front, but lacks a button to easily sync USB content. When it comes to
versatility, the AS100T scores pretty highly. With lots of available apps and
options to choose from, the device features most of the essential bells and
whistles that its rivals offer. Additionally, the interface is fresh and clean.
Measured performance is impressive, as the AS1002T scores second place
with a total Intel NASPT score of 843 MB/s. It also consumes a minimal
amount of energy, both in idle (11.3 Watt) and active (13.4 Watt) states. The
AS1002T was also quiet, even during heavy file transfer.

Performance

8.5/10

Ease of use

7/10

Versatility

8/10

Overall

In conclusion

This comparative review knows no losers. All devices proved to be great products for NAS-newcomers, advanced users or even SMBs.
However, each device comes with its own unique set of pros and cons. The expensive Netgear has a solid, premium-looking metal
design and scored highest in raw performance. The cost-effective WD device, on the other hand, is a breeze to setup and offers an
elegantly compact design. The Asustor NAS doesn’t excel in ease of use, but showed great performance at low energy consumption.
Synology and QNAP primarily differentiate their products by adding extreme amounts of versatility and functionality.
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a Bitcoin wallet, available from specialist
currency exchange services such as BitX.

Demystifying
blockchain

Jargon

buster

A HOT TOPIC IN THE FINTECH SPACE, POTENTIALLY BLOCKCHAIN
COULD REVOLUTIONISE ALL MANNER OF DIFFERENT INDUSTRY
SECTORS.

BY MATTHEW BURBIDGE
PHOTOGRAPHY 123RF

W H AT I S B LO C KC H A I N ? Blockchain
is a decentralised, or distributed, ledger
that permanently records and manages the
transfer and ownership of assets digitally. This
means users can deal with each other instead
of using an intermediary, such as a bank.
Using the example of a bank, all records of
your assets are stored there, and you have
to place your trust in the institution. With
blockchain, there’s no single authority, instead
a distributed network of nodes is used to
record and duplicate transactions.
Thanks to this network of nodes, a
blockchain creates distributed consensus,
which means that everyone agrees about the
transaction. Trust is built into gold, or cash,
as tangible assets: you don’t have to trust the
person. In the digital world, you have to trust
the system. For example, Mr X wants to send
money to Mrs Y. He broadcasts the message
with the accounts and the amount to be
transferred as a blockchain record. Every node
that receives the message will update their
copy of the ledger.
A digital signature that proves the message
is authentic ensures the system is secure.
WHY IS IT REVOLUTIONARY AND WHERE
DOES IT FIT? By removing third party
intermediaries, blockchain has the potential
to revolutionise any number of industries and

W H AT A R E OT H E R U S E S A N D C A N
W E M A K E M O N E Y F R O M I T ? There
are a number of startup companies basing
their business models on the blockchain,
but it’s still very much in landgrab status, i.e.
there’s still much opportunity for companies
or organisations to stake a claim on its use
to disrupt existing businesses, sectors or
industries.
As an example, blockchains can be used
to run smart contracts, which means they
will enable programs to execute the terms
of a contract autonomously. Ethereum’s
application of blockchain stores smart
contracts. A use case for Etherum would be
to keep track of payments to a crowdfunding
project – once the funding target has been
reached, extra funds will be returned to the
donors.
Civic, a new startup by South African
entrepreneur Vinny Lingham, is planning to
stamp out identity theft. Civic, which has
already received several million dollars in
funding, plans on using the blockchain to
secure social security numbers. Customers
will provide Civic with their social
security number for safe storage. If
someone else attempts to use your
number, you will be informed.
Another use case is the company
Slock.it. According to them, ‘slocks’
are physical objects (like locks) that
can be controlled by the blockchain.
The owner sets the price for using
the slock and users then make
a payment to the slock on their
cellphone using the Ethereum
blockchain, and get permission to open or
close the lock. A great use case here would be
an Airbnb house, or a shared car.

“Blockchain is a
decentralised, or distributed,
ledger that permanently
records and manages the
transfer and ownership of
assets digitally.”
sectors. As it alters the way transactions are
conducted and stored, the primary target has
been banking and other financial services.
But it’s also likely to impact the legal services
industry, digital trading services (such as
cellular airtime), and even impact physical
services offered in the sharing economy.
W H AT I S B I TCO I N ? Bitcoin, the cryptocurrency, is probably the most well-known
application of blockchain, although there are
others that also rely on blockchain as the
underlying technology. In some ways Bitcoin
is still in its infancy and isn’t especially user
friendly, but offers much higher penetration
than any of the other crypto-currencies.
Around 30 000 merchants that use the
PayFast processing system accept Bitcoin as
payment. Merchants also like Bitcoin because
it does away with credit card fraud. PayFast
charges a fee of 1.9 percent on Bitcoins for
receiving payments (this compares to say
SnapScan which charges three percent per
transaction). To trade Bitcoins, you will need

Further research
Beyond the Blockchain, by Marcus
Swanepoel, Co-founder and CEO
at BitX – Martin Fowler, Netflix,
Componentized Composable
Platforms and SOA
https://goo.gl/8Vj1GW

Programmable blockchains in
context: Ethereum’s future, by Vinay
Gupta
https://goo.gl/Teohk9

The Bitcoin Academy, runs local

courses for beginners, more advanced
users, and developers
http://bitcoinacademy.co.za/
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SHOW ME THE
(CASHLESS) MONEY
focus

MOBILE PAYMENTS ARE
ON THE RISE. BUT ARE
THEY RELEVANT FOR YOUR
BUSINESS?
BY JAMES FRANCIS
PHOTOGRAPHY 123RF

I

t’s hard to imagine a world without money
and we generally assume it was a rather
natural innovation. After all, what better
way is there to establish a trade for goods
or services? But surprisingly, hard currency
did not come into being as a practical way to
conduct commerce. In ancient societies the ebb
and flow of harvest seasons meant that ledgers
were instead kept, usually by temples, and
people bought and sold on an elaborate credit
system.
Money came into being because of
warfare, or more specifically, the need
to pay mercenaries. Unlike farmers and
traders, swords-for-hire had little use of IOU
agreements with local societies, so monarchs
minted coins and forced their trade in order to
facilitate mercenary armies. The most telling
evidence of this is that the Phoenicians, so
prolific in trade that even today we use the
template of their alphabet, were late adopters
of currency.

Walking the cashless talk

Today, of course, money is everywhere and
undergoing a radical revolution. The so-called
cashless society has threatened to arrive
every year, yet its uptake has been haphazard.
In terms of credit, cheque and debit cards,
it’s been a big hit – at least for consumers.
Retailers are increasingly paying the price of
a banking monopoly that enforces fees to use
its card systems. Even in hard economic times
banks have shown little reluctance to raise
merchant fees.
But the banks are not the only action
in town. Google, Apple and Samsung have
launched cashless payment systems tied to
their mobile devices. The logic is simple: by
linking a credit card to your smart device, you
can easily make payments at shops without
exchanging a single note or cent. It’s the
convenience of a bank card, but without the
inconvenience of carrying a bank card.
Yet the response to these systems has been
lukewarm and even Apple Pay, once touted as
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the gamechanger of the cashless world, has
struggled to gain meaningful traction in the US
and Europe.
None of the above three payment systems
has launched in South Africa, for a number
of reasons. They all require point of sale
systems that can interact with the RFID or
Near-Field Communication (NFC) chips on
new smartphones, something that requires
expensive upfront investment by retailers. They
also rely on fairly new mobile phones – though
South Africa boasts a substantial mobile phone
penetration of over 100 percent, not many of
those devices are modern flagship phones. The
critical mass is simply not there. But perhaps
most paramount is a total lack of buy-in from
South Africa’s banks: they need to approve of
Google Wallet and its peers to link their cards,
something that hasn’t happened yet.

Homegrown fills the gap

are working on filling the gaps with smaller
retailers. The time is ripe for companies to
exploit this.

Cashing in on the revolution

Mobile payment systems are creating new
payment channels for both traditional and
online stores. The momentum is currently with
the bricks and mortar sector, since all of the
above offer alternative payment methods.
These are often cheaper than traditional
banking products, charging around three
percent of processed transactions. Pebble
charges an additional monthly rental fee of
R50. That is very appealing for small and
specialist retailers.
But mobile payment is also creating a
beachhead among e-commerce sites. Apple
and Google are taking on services such as
Paypal in offering online payment. Locally,

The banks are instead
hedging their bets elsewhere
in a mobile commerce market
that Juniper Research
predicts will be worth
$3 trillion globally next year.

The banks are instead hedging their
bets elsewhere in a mobile commerce
market that Juniper Research
predicts will be worth $3 trillion
globally next year. Locally there are
said to be more bank cards than
South Africans, yet only 15 percent
of businesses have card facilities. The
cost of adopting those is the main
barrier, laying down a challenge that
several local startups are eager to
solve.
Payment Pebble (produced by Thumbzup,
backed by Absa) and Yoco are two local
solutions that combine smartphones with
accessory card readers for easy swipes.
Snapscan (backed by Standard Bank) skips
the secondary reader and uses QR codes
instead. The local versions of Whatsapp
and WeChat integrate with Snapscan for
merchant payments, but also offer peer-topeer transactions. This latter feature is quite
common among local banks, which is why
M-Pesa – the Kenyan peer money success
that has been blazing trails across developing
economies – continually failed to gain
meaningful traction in South Africa. In May,
Vodacom admitted it had failed with M-Pesa,
with plans to cease the service at the end of
June. From a three-year target of ten million
local M-Pesa users, its most optimistic
result was one million registered users, of
which 72 000 were active.
But M-Pesa’s woes also demonstrate South
Africa’s banking maturity, while startups

Snapscan has been piloting online payments
through its app, and says it has been doing
well, especially uptake among local specialist
online retailers.
Such systems face competition from
incumbent online paygates such as PayFast
and PayU, neither of which have yet introduced
an app. So online mobile payment systems
can tap the trust they built with consumers
offline. This defines the two choices retailers
should weigh around mobile payments: will
it open transactions to new customers and
is it appealing to existing customers? Will
a Pebble card swipe or an online Snapscan
transaction make that sale more likely? Given
the low subscription and merchant fees, for
many it may be worth the gamble. Traditional
businesses can open their doors to card
payments, while online retailers could cash in
on the expectations of tech-savvy consumers.
But neither have yet broken through
significantly into the mainstream market, so
it's still an early adopter move for businesses
to make.
Q2 2016 |
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One
platform
to rule
them all
one for the

future

CENTRALISED THINKING MAY BECOME OUTDATED AS TECHNOLOGY
CREATES A PERVASIVE PLATFORM FOR EVERYTHING AND EVERYONE.
BY JAMES FRANCIS
PHOTOGRAPHY VERNON REED

N

estled among the offices of the new
Waterfall estate in Johannesburg’s
north, the offices of Ruckus Wireless
share part of one of the city’s newest and
most exciting developments. But to Bruce
Pitso, the vendor’s regional manager for South
Africa, many of the surrounding buildings also
represent the end of an era.
“In thirty years, will we need all of these
buildings?” he asks, referring specifically to the
office space. “If you look at how technology is
changing, it’s about remote management and
application-driven environments. It’s becoming
easier to run things in a decentralised fashion.”
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At the same time, he adds, centralisation
is a big burden for modern societies. Traffic
and the high concentration of people in
certain areas is adding pressure that becomes
harder to mitigate. As connectivity rises
and bandwidth becomes cheaper, there’s a
growing inclination of not needing to place
people at an office if they’re not required
there.
This approach is not new: there has been
a lot of talk about how working habits ought
to be changing – this has mostly been wishful
thinking, rather than reality. But Pitso believes
that shift is inevitable, even if it doesn’t
manifest in terms of ambitious experiments
such as hot desks and telecommutes. There’s
a more fundamental technology shift on the
horizon.

“We’re going to work more remotely, in
real-time and in our own spaces. What will
drive this is a single platform. At the moment
the world is divided into many different
proprietary platforms that compete against
each other. But within a few decades those
lines will blur. The value will not be in the
platform, but the applications on top of it.”
The financial incentives won’t exist with
the platform. Pitso compares it to electricity:
common standards dictate power usage
around the world. There are some differences,
but fundamentally an electrical appliance will
work anywhere an electric grid is present.
The future technology platform will be the
same, driven by open standards. Momentum
for this is already obvious as companies
wring their hands around data portability.
Nobody wants to be caught in the trap of
a proprietary datacentre environment that
makes it unfeasible to shift to a different
space. This will drive the eventual necessity

PICTURED: Bruce Pitso, Ruckus Wireless

for a completely agnostic world that doesn’t
discriminate around what is built on top of it.

The service revolution

There are several forces driving this charge
towards decentralisation. As mentioned
earlier, the economic balance will swing
towards services. In fact, they already are.
‘As a Service’ is a mantra permeating across
the technology landscape. Bets are being
hedged that services built on ubiquitous cloud
landscapes will do the heavy lifting to make
sense of the 21st century.
In the face of this, a centralised world
stops making sense. But even beyond the
scope of technology, centralisation doesn’t
work anymore. It creates huge inefficiencies,
says Pitso: “Traffic lights can be much more
autonomous, but at the moment they all rely
on the same grid. As a result you have a lot of
failures and a very tough time keeping up with
their maintenance. But just add autonomy

moment large parts of South African society
feature high population density, but there's
very little taking advantage of that. Yet with
a single open platform permeating across all
infrastructure, entrepreneurs can create new
services that cater to specific communities.
For example, a Netflix or Showmax-style
entertainment service that delivers content
specific to townships.
“There will be services that are entirely
application-based. We already see such
services in the guise of Uber, but that thinking
could expand to cover any conceivable
demand from the market. Applications could
target very specific populations and areas,
because rolling them out will be much more
efficient due to a singular platform creating
the foundation.”
Calling it a single platform is a bit
misleading. Instead, think of it as a set of
standards that dictate how technologies
will be built. For example, there are several
internet browsers, but they all support
common protocols and programming
languages. Even if companies choose to
create ring-fenced environments, they will
have to offer ways to bridge access between
their platforms and the services that want to
access that data.
But while this is likely to be the face of the
future, technology will be the easy part. The
real challenge is shifting our own mindsets:
“We’re still stuck on centralised thinking,” says
Pitso, referring back to his opening thoughts
about buildings. “We still design buildings
for the long-term, but don’t think if that real
estate will still be used the same way a few
decades from now. Today you may plan to
put a thousand workers in office towers, but
how long will it be before expecting them
to commute there every day becomes so
inefficient it’s actually uncompetitive? Once
large companies find the balance between
remote working and performance,
they won’t need those large
building footprints.”
Instead he predicts that real
estate will become a lot more
specialised. For example, bank
branches have been enjoying a
resurgence in popularity. Since
ATMs and online banking have
taken a lot of tasks away from
branches, these have transformed
to offer more intimate and
specialised experiences. Footfall to bank
branches hasn’t reduced, but the places and
purposes of branches have become far more
acute. Other industries need to think about
how that shift will impact them.
“Business premises will still exist. But we
will have to start thinking differently about
the roles they will play and how they will be
infused with technology to deliver value in
the decades to come. Because it won’t be the
value we saw in decades before.”

“Once large companies find
the balance between remote
working and performance,
they won’t need those large
building footprints.”
Bruce Pitso, Ruckus Wireless
through basic intelligence and sensors, and
they become a lot more efficient. That picture
becomes even more enticing when they could
feed off a common platform. You’d have traffic
lights as a service. Instead of a house of cards,
they can operate on a more cooperative,
intelligent fashion. If one set of lights go
down for some reason, the lights nearby can
adjust their patterns automatically, operating
through a common application service.”
Consumer services will also shift. At the
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Overview

THE PC MARKET HAS UNDERGONE A METAMORPHOSIS IN FORM AND
FUNCTION FROM CHUNKY DESKTOP TO PALM-SIZED POCKET ROCKET
AND IS STILL EVOLVING AT HIGH SPEED.
BY TAMSIN OXFORD
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he PC was once a squat and grey box
3.94% with Linux catching up year on year.
which sat beneath a squat and brown
While Windows may have the dominant space
desk and left a trail of cables especially
today, the price point, capability and steadily
for that frustrating office obstacle course.
dropping barrier to entry of the alternative
Since it first appeared, it has undergone one
operating systems may see Microsoft soon
transformation after another. Where once
face a far harder battle than today.
there was a need for a monitor, a floppy drive,
The PC form factor market is split across
a box, a keyboard and a mouse, there is now
user group and requirements with different
the smartphone, the hybrid, the all-in-one and
issues impacting on uptake and share. It’s a
the notebook, just to name a few. And this is
dynamic space for the channel, but one that
without mentioning the incredibly versatile
brings its own set of challenges in terms of
barebones devices such as Raspberry Pi, Blue
catching the next big thing, making the right
Penguin and Arduino – all of which can be
margins and understanding which design has
customised to drive a desktop’s capability
staying power.
but still fit into the corner of the desk as
unobtrusively as that plastic pot plant or desk
Bitter pill to swallow
organiser.
“Somehow it’s still the run-of-the-mill 15 inch
In addition, other form factors include the
notebook which is the winner,” says Michael
tablet, the tablet-notebook hybrid, the netbook
King, product manager, Tarsus Distribution.
and the tiny. The ThinkCentre Tiny in One from
“People want a workhorse. The perception
Lenovo is a case in point, blending the small PC
among our customers is that notebooks still
form factor at only 17.78cm by 18cm
by 3.5cm, with the all-in-one concept
as it slots into a 23-inch display.
The now fading, but effortlessly
infamous, ASUS netbook, which
mixed small size with the demands
of a notebook and trend of the tablet,
and the barebones or custom built
PCs that fit within the high-end and
gaming segments where size matters
and power is everything.
Werner Joubert, ASUS
“Within desktops there are two
form factors – a traditional desktop,
where there is a display and a separate
trump desktops by a long shot. We’ve been
machine, and an all-in-one desktop, where
saying for ages that tablets are going to be
you have a screen with the computer and
the next big thing, but it appears that their
everything attached to the display unit,” says
popularity may have peaked. They have their
Fouad Charakla, senior research manager,
place in the business arsenal, but they seem
IDC MEA. “In the portable PC market there's a
to have turned out to be less of a working day
traditional notebook, an ultra slim notebook
tool than we thought they would be.”
and a convertible notebook. In both categories,
According to the IDC, margins are typically
they have been forecast to continue losing
higher on the more expensive products than
share to the other categories as people opt for
those which are more volume-based or more
devices that are leaner, lighter, more energy
popular. The traditional PC form factor will
efficient, easier to carry and less bulky.”
typically also have a lower margin as they’re
cheaper while, on average, the all-in-one,
It’s all about the OS
ultra-slim and convertible notebook will have
Then, there’s the debate around operating
a higher margin.
system as Windows and iOS find it increasingly
“We can take it for granted that margin
challenging to fight for market share beside
pressures are here to stay in the world of
a far easier to use Unix, Linux, Android and
ICT hardware and it can be a daily challenge
Chrome. According to NetMarketShare,
with lots of discussion around the topic,” adds
Windows 7 has the dominant share of the
King. “While we take heed of what the channel
global market at 47.82%, closely followed by
and the distribution environment does in the
Windows 10 at 15.34%, Windows XP at 10.63%,
margin space, we make every effort not to be
Windows 8.1 at 9.85% and Mac OSX 10.11 at
a slave to that conversation.”

“Hybrid is the key for good
margins, but until they
become more consumer
friendly, the share will
remain very small.”
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ENJOY A WORLD OF APPS
A new type of computer made for the web
Faster connection
Long-lasting battery
Best value and sturdy design

Acer Chromebook 11
The right choice for a smart buyer.

Now Available from

Acer Chromebook 14
Absolutely stunning. 100% metal.

“We’ve been saying for ages
that tablets are going to
be the next big thing, but it
appears that their popularity
may have peaked.”
Michael King, Tarsus Distribution
For ASUS’s Werner Joubert, product head
in South Africa, the hybrid is the key: “Hybrid
units are yet to become a convenient, powerful
product. Currently you see high performance
hybrid devices, but they’re bulky and heavy
whereas light hybrids are not powerful enough
for what consumers are looking for in terms
of increasing data consumption and so forth.
Hybrid is the key for good margins, but until
they become more consumer-friendly, the
share will remain very small.”
Joubert adds that in the consumer
space, the notebook still has the bulk of
the market, hybrids the smallest, desktops
are in continuous decline and the all-in-one
too specifically targeted to take on a large
market share except in the commercial space.
Whereas, for Chris Buchanan, director: client
solutions, Dell, this isn’t strictly true.
“The all-in-one is definitely a growing trend
as space in the corporate environment is at a

premium and these deliver on both
space and ergonomics with the
option of touch,” he says. “Notebooks
are a steady riser as the tablet
market is not growing as quickly as it
did and people want to create using
a keyboard. This has also pushed up
the popularity of the convertible and
two-in-one. The margins are pretty
consistent, but for the share of form
factor many towers still dominate followed by
small, ultra-small and the all-in-one. "On the
notebook front, the
14-15 inch screen has 70% of the market with
ultra-light and thin devices taking up the rest.”
The market is constantly shifting its
deliverables in the drive to be thinner, lighter
and more powerful and productive. Form
factor has become an almost fluid entity,
adapting to changing user requirements and
looking for new ways in which to harness
technology to create the latest in inventive
personal computing. Gartner has said that
worldwide hybrid device shipments were up
70% on 2014 and the IDC predicts a positive
shift in PC shipments moving into 2017 as the
industry refines the PC and the latest operating
systems undergo a fresh uptake cycle. What’s
next will depend entirely on market, demand,
design and the channel is in a strong position
to take advantage of emerging trends and
bring home the next big thing.

A changing landscape

While the current bevy of form factors is enough to genuinely boggle the biggest mind, there remain
new developments which could potentially change these yet again. The evolution of cloud, smaller hard
drives, improved CPU and battery life capabilities and solid state drives (SSDs) are all set to make their
mark on form factor design.
“With the advent of SSDs, manufacturers are dropping the optical drive altogether, resulting in fewer
moving parts, a lighter system and ultimately less technology that may need replacement,” says Michael King,
Tarsus Distribution. “On the desktop side, the latest are coming with incredibly small power supplies, so now
we’re seeing the traditional bulky computer box at up to 40 percent smaller than the past.”
Will cloud affect the PC in terms of design? For Fouad Charakla, IDC MEA, cloud storage is more
relevant to the mobile phone and it will be the battery life, SSD and improved CPU which impact form
factor and design.
“The weight, the thickness of the device and dimensions are also contributing to how these form
factors perform in the market,” concludes Charakla.
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Tech
innovation

THE STALWART PC MARKET CONTINUES TO FEEL THE PRESSURE OF MARKET
FORCES. CAN IT INNOVATE ITSELF OUT OF THE SLUMP?
BY JAMES FRANCIS
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o apparently the age of the PC has past.
Sales are down, upgrade cycles have
grown longer and overall interest has
dimmed. It’s a far cry from the desktop PC’s
golden age and laptop’s meteoric rise between
the 1990s and early 2000s.
Last year Intel dropped its revenue forecast
by almost a billion dollars owing to the PC
slump. Windows 10 upgrades have slowed,
unlikely to recreate the Windows 7 highs that
pushed global PC sales from 315 million units in
2009 to over 350 million in 2011.
Sometimes the trend is bucked. PC
shipments in the US rose by double digits in
2014 and in single points across Europe. But
both were temporary and in other parts the
PC regressed: during Q1 2015 Middle East and
Africa shipments have decreased 28.7 percent
year-on-year. By 2019 the PC market’s yearly
earnings may be worth less than annual iPhone
sales.

Diagnosing the malady

consumerisation of IT, smaller working spaces,
longer commutes are all changing the way
we work. Consuming data is possible on most
devices with smaller screens, yet when creating
data users want a larger screen and a tactile
[keyboard/mouse] interface.”

The new cures

Content creation is a fundamental advantage
for the PC, though still a small motivator of
overall sales. Others expect cheap PCs to
lift the bottom of the market. Single board
computers, such as the Raspberry Pi and Intel
Arduino, can be manipulated into a multitude
of roles. Specialised PC hardware is likely to
be replaced by these: a Pi can be used for
anything from a media centre to powering
manufacturing equipment to running security
to directing robotics. This is an area smart
devices are neither cheap nor reliable enough
to compete in.
The cloud, fundamental to smart devices, is
also creating new avenues for PCs. Thin clients
– computers that rely on datacentres – are on
the rise and even include operating systems

It’s easy to say people are rather spending
their money on smartphones than PCs. But
causation doesn’t equal correlation
and the arrival of smart devices as
PC sales fell may be coincidental.
Instead users are sweating
their PCs. Once you discount the
power-hungry PC gaming and
visual creation sectors, there’s little
incentive to upgrade.
“Currently companies are
looking to get more out of their
IT investments by, for example,
John Geypen, HP
stretching the upgrade cycle for
enterprise devices,” says John
Geypen, HP’s Personal Systems country
such as Android for desktop PCs.
category manager. “We see this trend
“Adoption is across the board,” says Jonathan
continuing in future. Those businesses that are
Young, product head at Cloudware, which
upgrading are opting for entry-level to midmakes the Cloudgate PC. “An entry-level PC
range devices, as opposed to flagship devices,
system is now good for pretty-much everyone
as these are considerably more affordable than
except hardcore gamers. We run Adobe
high-end PCs while still being capable enough
Illustrator happily on a Windows CloudGate,
to fulfil all or the majority of their needs.”
and they’re equally popular at home and in
A bigger picture view creates a more
schools.”
favourable picture. “I think there’s a cyclical
But Android, and other niche platforms such
aspect to this,” said Eben Upton, CEO of
as Ubuntu, have limits. Windows still remains
Raspberry Pi. “There’s a surge of enthusiasm
strong and despite flagging sales, the impact
every few years for new device types and form
of Windows 10 could reverberate strongly as it
factors, before swinging back to appreciate the
strives to create a common experience across
benefits of the PC.”
all platforms.
Several productivity tasks are much
One example, says Anthony Doherty,
better on a mouse and keyboard than a
Windows and Surface business group lead
touch interface. Yet the majority of PC sales
at Microsoft SA, is Microsoft Continuum. It
are coming from hybrid computers: 2-in-1
delivers a Windows experience through a
machines blending the advantages of tablet
mobile device, but adapts it depending on the
devices with laptop features.
form factor. For example, the HP Elite X3 phone
“The most significant force we’ve seen
will, when plugged into an appropriate base
shaping end-user devices is the changing of
station, act as a desktop or laptop PC.
working patterns as new generations enter
Windows 10 may be the last ‘version’
the working market,” says Chris Buchanan,
operating system from Microsoft, destined to
client solutions director at Dell. “Mobility,
become a service and upgraded continually

“Those businesses that are
upgrading are opting for
entry-level to mid-range
devices, as opposed to
flagship devices.”
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“An entry-level PC system is
now good for pretty-much
everyone except hardcore
gamers.”
Jonathan Young, Cloudware
through subscription models. Other software
manufacturers such as Adobe have already
done this with success, so Software as a
Service may be a logical future for operating
systems.

Future therapy

That’s not the only way the vendors behind
the PC are being forced to think out of the
box. Once, simply adding power was enough,
but now manufacturers are becoming more
creative. The hybrid/2-in-1 market is proof
of that, so much so that Android and iOS are
struggling to make gains in that sector.
Even aesthetics matter: curved monitor
screens are rising in popularity, shipping nearly
a million units in 2015 – its first year to market.
That may seem small, but the sexiness of the
new screen format may have legs and analysts
expect sales to double in 2016.
Yet if bets are being made, it’s with
perceptual computing and virtual reality.
Intel has invested heavily in developing its
RealSense technology, a suite that brings
depth sensing, 3D scanning, voice recognition

and gesture detection to computer
platforms. Intel unveiled RealSense in
2014, and cameras and applications
in 2016. Buy-in has been robust
among PC makers, but RealSense is
also courting mobile manufacturers.
It’s less about rescuing the PC than
Intel repositioning itself.
Virtual reality may exist on mobile
devices, but it’s a far cry from the
fidelity of an Oculus Rift or HTC Vive. At present
a good VR setup needs a powerful computer,
igniting hope that high-end PC gamers will
be early adopters. There’s also space for VR
business applications, such as design and
training. But the technology needs to become
more affordable: an Oculus Rift costs more
than $500 – excluding the computer needed
to power it.
Currently, the PC meets smart devices headon through hybrid machines and excessively
thin laptops, as well as leveraging the better
software experience. Mid- and entry-level PCs
are likely to remain mainstays, yet hopefully
South Africa stops being the dumping ground
for Celeron chips in favour of i3 and i5 Intel
machines.
The PC isn’t dead, but it’s not yet found
a knight in shining armour. It will continue
experiencing dramatic shifts and daring
experiments to find the right mix for modern
consumers. Retailers and channel providers
will need to pay much closer attention to what
exactly customers want. The glory days of
‘build it and they will come’ are done.

Potential killer apps for the PC

If the PC has a chance for a revival, it will be through one of the following:

2-IN-1 PCS
2-in-1 or hybrid PCs are one
of the few positives bucking
negative sales trends. But
they’re also niche, with less
than 10% market share.
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THIN CLIENTS
Thin clients dovetail with
cloud infrastructure,
delivering high-end PC
applications on low-end
machines. These can become
more popular in enterprise
environments.

SINGLE BOARD PCS
The single board PC is a
compact entry-level machine,
replacing specialist computer
roles such as security
monitoring and robotics. New
devices like the Raspberry
Pi 3 are powerful enough to
offer an entry-level desktop
experience for education and
homes.

PERCEPTUAL
COMPUTING
Gesture, 3D scanning and
voice control are being
introduced to PCs. But given
the slow emergence of
computer touch screens (even
flagship Macbooks have yet
to introduce the technology),
users aren’t exactly rushing
out for new experiences.

VIRTUAL REALITY
A lot of hope is being placed
on VR being the PC’s killer
app, since mobile devices
don’t have the power to
deliver a full VR experience.
But cost and limited use
cases make VR more promise
than reality.

IN F CUS

Market
direction

THE PC MARKET HAS BEEN ON AN INTERESTING SLIDE FROM ZERO TO
HERO AND BACK TO MIDDLE-AGED AUNTIE AND CONTINUES TO BAFFLE ITS
NAYSAYERS WHO REPEATEDLY PREDICT ITS IMMINENT DOOM.
BY TAMSIN OXFORD
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n January 2016, the International Data
of the latter is forcing western vendors to offer
Corporation (IDC) showed a year-on-year
better pricing in order to remain competitive.”
decline in PC shipments of 10.6% for 2015,
which was also the first year since 2008 to
Price vs distribution
drop below 300 million units. For those who
For Gary Pickford, sales director, Tarsus
have believed that the PC is on its way out,
Distribution, the price challenge presented by
this has been their death knell. However, the
the East is definitely in play, but the West has an
findings are not merely a percentage of a
advantage in more mature channel structures
market in decline, but rather representative of
that have been established over the years.
the longevity of the technology and the influx
“The opportunity lies in identifying the
of low-cost PCs, which led to an increase in
customers in the PC environment who want
replacements in 2014. The reality is that the
access to the technology, but have resisted
PC market is likely to remain flat
to steady over the next few years,
finding new customer bases and
expanding into new markets as
eastern and western vendors battle
for their share of the market.
Sebastian Isaac, business
development manager, Rectron,
says: “In South Africa and Africa
at large, vendors still understand
the value of the PC (notebooks and
desktops), especially for developing
countries. We still follow a very
conventional work culture and
pattern where mobility only features
Sebastian Isaac, Rectron
in certain departments. Much of the
work space is still organised in very
conventional ways where there’s very little
owing to affordability issues,” he adds. “There
flexibility for mobility and where it’s mostly
are opportunities for vendors from both sides
geared towards a salesforce.”
of the globe, as long as they can tap into
In the South African context, it’s also
solutions that overcome the affordability issues
worth noting that issues such as generational
for the vast majority of the population.”
management styles and organisational
As vendors wrestle over the share of
mindsets are impacting the evolution of mobile
the market, it’s the technology that takes
uptake within the work environment. This is
the next step to capture attention and
further affected by crime and educational
potentially shift the boundaries. Components
issues that limit uptake and reach.
are predominantly made by a handful of
In addition, the PC has shifted in form factor
organisations, so it comes down to how they’re
with the hybrid, the mini, the computing stick,
used and the design that makes them work.
the desktop and the notebook all sitting within
“The PC is great, but it needs components
the same space and diluting reach. Then there
to work and they still cost money,” says Chris
are the challenges around differentiation and
Buchanan, director: client solutions, Dell.
functionality, which see manufacturers race to
“There’s a trend to squeeze out as much as
market to be the first with a new design, style
possible when it comes to cost with the lowor technical edge. This has begged the question
price segment taking out elements such as
– what clash of the titans can be expected
screen quality, hard drives et al – you don’t
between the eastern and western vendors as
get to the US$200 price point with the same
they battle on the fronts of price, functionality
technology.”
and design?
Werner Joubert, product head, ASUS South
“The eastern vendors are able to price their
Africa, adds: “We’ve already seen the PC
offerings more aggressively, so that’s one of the
market becoming a commodity driven industry.
key advantages they have over their western
Vendors need to become even more innovative
counterparts,” adds Fouad Charakla, senior
in order to secure the consumer they’re
research manager, IDC MEA. “That said, while
chasing. Many give the consumer what they
eastern vendors have gained market share,
want, but we need to bring something that the
we’ve also seen some of them such as LG,
consumer doesn’t know they want yet.”
Samsung, Sony and Toshiba exit the PC market
There’s also much talk about the so-called
for a number of different reasons. HP and Dell
race to zero margin, but from so many
remain among the leading vendors in South
perspectives this is an epic non-starter. The
Africa, along with Lenovo and Acer from the
economics dictate that while a product could
eastern side. However, the aggressive pricing
be sold at zero margin perhaps on initial

"In this financial climate you
might assume that favour
is tilting towards budget
brands rather than their
premium counterparts,
but the reality is that both
sides of the scale are seeing
growth.”
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procurement, there has to be something
built in for the recovery of those funds. No
business can thrive without a profit.
“There will always be a margin for without
it, there would be no profitability, and it
would make no sense to run the business,”
adds Charakla. “The only sense would be to
continue running the business and reducing
costs in other parts. That said; the margins
have become thinner. We’ve already seen
consolidation in the PC market, which does
relieve some of the pressures, but the
margins will certainly continue to exist. There
are also margins in the form of services or
rebates as part of channel agreements.”
It’s a competitive space as brands and
vendors jostle one another for the eye of
those who hold the purse strings. It’s also one

Effects on the channel

The channel is also expected to undergo
some shifts in structure and focus.
According to Charakla, the smaller
independent resellers will gradually lose
share in the market, either running out of
business or transforming into a new channel
type. Whereas Isaac disagrees, believing that
the smaller reseller network is burgeoning.
“With full access to all the preferred
brands and a fast turnaround time on
repairs, the reseller stands to gain credibility
and profitability as a result of the reputable
and readily available services they get from
a relationship with a larger vendor,” he says.
The smaller reseller has to adapt by
focusing on providing the services around
the technology and not just the technology
on its own. Pickford adds: “There
are thousands of medium-sized
businesses that want a reseller
to add services such as cloud,
extended warranties, security et al.”
Currently the split in the market,
according to the IDC, between
corporate and personal use is very
close on 50/50. Corporate is slightly
on the higher side compared to
the past, when personal led the
way, but commercial has enough
share to overtake it and this trend
is expected to continue over the
next year.
“The South African PC market is
expected to decline in 2016, after which
it’s expected to remain somewhat flat
with the forecast at 1.4 million units,” says
Charakla. “The market size for Africa in
2015 was approximately 4.5 million units
with a negligible decline in key markets
such as South Africa. Following that, the
continent as a whole is expected to grow.
The majority of spend will primarily rest
in replacement cycles with very few new
purchases.”

“The opportunity lies in
identifying the customers in
the PC environment who want
access to the technology,
but have resisted owing to
affordability issues.”
Gary Pickford, Tarsus Distribution

that surprisingly has plenty of room for both
premium PC and budget models, as each has
its own identity and captive audience.
“In this financial climate you might assume
that favour is tilting towards budget brands
rather than their premium counterparts, but
the reality is that both sides of the scale are
seeing growth,” says Isaac. “This is evidenced
by the fact that of the top five performing
vendors, Lenovo leads the pack followed by
HP, Dell and Asus, with innovation leader
Apple having just entered the top five.”
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What does the future hold?
Four channel players comment on the single biggest issue shaping the South African
PC market in the next ten years.
BY TRACY BURROWS
PHOTOGRAPHY VARIOUS

Real world applications for augmented reality

“I

foresee the devices we’ve been used to, and the way we interact with
them, changing in the face of smaller wearables and the rapid emergence
of augmented reality and virtual reality devices. Google Glass and smart contact
lenses that allow us to overlay information onto what the wearer sees will
allow enterprises to take information and instructions directly to workers on
the factory floor, or any environment, presenting the next big opportunity for
vendors and resellers. A range of small smart devices will come to market,
with users interacting with them using voice or gestures, and data processing
happening in the cloud. This change in the personal computing environment
means desktop and laptop sales are making way for a focus on services in the
B2B space.
“Every company we speak to in both the large enterprise and SME space is
asking ‘how can we leverage this technology to improve our business?’ The way
companies and consumers use technology will change fundamentally over the
next ten years, and access to advanced computing will increase as it becomes
cheaper. This will present a range of opportunities for innovators and cloud
services aggregators, consultants and engineers. For us, this changing focus has
driven our own move from a technology reseller to a new business focused on
digital transformation.”

Sweating assets

“I

J O H N G E Y P E N, consumer
product lead for PCs, HP South Africa
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M A R K G E S C H K E,
CEO, Xuviate

believe the drive to get more out of PCs will be a key trend in South
Africa for the foreseeable future. South Africa has been hard hit
by the weakening rand, and we’re seeing companies extending their
hardware refresh rate to get the most out of their PC assets. In both the
enterprise and consumer market, the rand/dollar exchange has seen
the cost of even entry-level devices increasing by around 30 percent in
the past few years, driving buyers to look at mid- to entry-level devices
instead of high-end devices.
“However, thanks to advances in technology, these devices are highly
functional, lightweight and portable, and offer extended battery life,
fulfilling the needs of the majority of users. Companies and individual
consumers are learning to work smarter with their personal computing
devices, depending increasingly on cloud services and connectivity to
increase efficiency and upgrade their computing experience. We’re
seeing the PC becoming something like a thin client, in which the heavy
computing is done offsite. Using the cloud allows them to keep some
of their data offsite and limit the costs of storage, as well as enabling
workforces to be more efficient and mobile. Companies learning to use
PCs more efficiently due to economic constraints now, will likely continue
those patterns when the economy improves.”

Vox

Pops

Information to shape PCs of the future

“I

nformation will be the single biggest factor shaping PC markets and the
shape of devices in the years to come. While information generation and
consumption has always been the point of ICTs, we’ve seen the market move
over time from the focus on the machine, to a focus on software, to services and
now to information as the key driver. We’re fast approaching an environment
where consumption, rather than generation, accounts for the vast majority
of PC use. In addition, marketers are becoming desperate to reach captive
audiences with timely and relevant information. Thanks to the Internet of Things,
devices are becoming both the receivers of this targeted information, as well
as the transmitters of a wealth of personalised information about end-users
and markets. Big brand marketers will influence innovation in the shape and
function of computing devices and wearables, and we will see revolutionary new
technologies coming to market to allow end users to more effectively consume
and generate information.
“In Africa, we still see a market for the traditional desktop PC, but this is
primarily in public sector organisations and large enterprises. The fast growing
consumer market has leapfrogged the desktop era and moved straight to mobile,
and is likely to be most receptive to innovative all-in-one technologies and new
forms of computing devices that support work, gaming, multimedia and more.”

PAU L CO L L I N S, country
manager, Acer Africa

Cloud drives change

“C

loud computing is going mainstream, with a significant
impact on the overall PC market and the shape of
computing devices of the future. Virtualisation, centralised
hosting and cloud computing are all growing in power, while
at the same time their cost is dropping. This means that
for a fraction of the cost, you now have access to far more
powerful compute, that is hosted centrally and is distributed
down to a device.
“Looking at the hardware itself, our PCs will become thinner,
lighter, more flexible with more visual real estate, and they will
be more connected. Choice is going to be a big part of what
comes to market in the future – users will seek one device for
multiple uses in varying sizes: unfold it and fold it to the size
they want for a particular use case. The same will apply to
computer screens, projectors and other hardware. For example,
technology is already available that allows your keyboard to be
projected onto a screen or other surface, allowing the user to
adjust to display size according to their needs.”

B R I A N T I M P E R L E Y, managing
director, Turrito Networks
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From fashion
to phablets

WE AR A B L ES A N D T EC H

AS TECHNOLOGY BECOMES A
FASHION ACCESSORY, MANY OF
THE CLOTHING RETAILERS ARE
BRINGING THE LATEST GADGETS
INTO THEIR STORES.
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BY JOANNE CAREW
PHOTOGRAPHY SHUTTERSTOCK

G

one are the days when consumers had
to visit a cellular network provider
or consumer electronics store to get
their hands on the latest smartphone or
tablet. Today, customers can test the latest
touchscreen while browsing for a blouse
or buy a smartphone and scarf in the same
store. In fact, local low-budget apparel
and homeware retailer, PEP Stores, just so
happens to be the country’s largest cellphone

retailer. In the year to 30 June 2015, PEP
stores sold 8.5-million prepaid phones. This
equates to about half of all phones sold on
prepaid in South Africa during that time.
Over the same period, PEPcell sold roughly
1 000 airtime vouchers every minute,
amounting to about 170 million throughout
the year.
For Abdul Osman, Woolworths Connect
commercial manager, the staggering growth in
consumer technologies has caused the retailer
to rethink its strategy. Ultimately, notes
Osman, this meant expanding its offerings
to meet customer demands. “It has always

Diversified

distribution

“We wanted to be a relevant player in the
product or service in your store, the pair agree.
data and smart device market and build a
“Communication and marketing is one of the
reputation of adding value propositions to
key drivers to show price competitiveness and
our product offerings.” Today, Ackermans sells
creating visibility that we do sell mobile devices
everything from cellular phones and tablets
so it’s a very important part of the business
to starter packs, airtime and data. According
strategy,” says Osman.
to Van der Merwe, the company stocks
For Woolworths, getting this message
whatever is trending, which at the moment
to its customers is achieved via several
also includes power banks, memory cards,
mediums – from an in-house magazine to
selfie sticks, DSTV decoders and in selected
advertising product offerings in mainstream
stores, it even offers refurbished devices.
print publications. “Once a shopper is already
The move to sell refurbished handsets
in the store, we make them aware of what we
came at the end of 2015. “Some of the
have on offer using our in-store plasma screens
customers in our stores aspire to
one day own a certain brand of
smart device but can’t necessarily
afford it. What we’re giving them is
top-end brands for almost half the
price. All the insides and outsides
have been refurbished so the
handsets are basically brand new.
We like to call ourselves a ‘value
retailer’ and the decision to give
our customers access to something
they would never usually be able to
Corné van der Merwe, Ackermans
afford comes down to offering them
additional value.”
So far, the strategy appears to be working.
and our in-store brochures also function to
The retailer’s cellular business has almost
advertise the various products we have on
doubled in size since 2014, increasing its
promotion,” Osman notes.
contribution to the brand’s core business
Van der Merwe gives much credit to the
considerably. “We’ve also seen a significant
Ackermans marketing team, which he believes
increase in our market share in the industry
has conceptualised one of the best and most
over the same period,” says Van der Merwe.
compelling 'window messages' in the industry.
In some Ackermans stores, cellular kiosks
“They’re the ones who will be able to tell you
have been moved closer to the front of the
all about the science behind their thinking and
store because these offerings are bringing in
decision-making but when you consider that
ever more customers, says Van der Merwe.
you literally have just a few milliseconds to
He attributes the growth in this space to
make an impression and actually motivate the
three things – support from local network
customer to walk into your store, they really
operators, strategic marketing and a product
seem to have come up with the right recipe.”
and pricing mix suited to customer needs and
In a further move to raise brand awareness
budgets.
and get the technology-buying public
thinking about Ackermans as a location to
Spreading the word
buy the newest gadgets, the retailer has
Both Osman and Van der Merwe highlight the
launched its own brand of devices. Called
importance of marketing as a means to inform
Premio, Ackermans currently has one tablet
their customers about what new products
model available, a 7-inch tablet device with
they’re selling, which is particularly important
a keyboard, retailing for under R1 000. The
when you have a fashion and homeware
first batch of Premios sold out in a little over
retailer now offering things like smartphones
a month, says Van der Merwe, adding the
and tablets. If the public aren’t aware of the
company is planning to expand the offering
fact a retailer sells a certain product or offers
into a handset range in the not-too-distant
a specific service, they won’t seek out that
future.

“We wanted to be a relevant
player in the data and smart
devices market and build a
reputation of adding value
propositions to our product
offerings.”

been our strategy to position Woolworths as
a retailer that provides our consumers with
quality and convenience. This includes the
convenience of purchasing airtime and mobile
handsets from our stores.” Woolworths
currently sells mobile handsets in over 50
selected stores nationwide, he adds.
Corné van der Merwe, cellular manager
at Ackermans, agrees. While cellular has
long been a part of Ackermans’ business,
the clothing retailer really started to see a
significant upswing in cellular activity in 2011
when increasing numbers of consumers were
showing interest in purchasing smart devices.
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Selling
to Silver
Surfers
THE ‘SILVER SURFER’ MARKET
– PEOPLE OF PENSIONABLE
AGE USING TECHNOLOGY
– IS A SIGNIFICANT ONE,
AND GROWING STEADILY.
YET MANY RETAILERS AND
SERVICE PROVIDERS APPEAR
TO BE NEGLECTING THIS
MARKET SEGMENT.

BY TRACY BURROWS
PHOTOGRAPHY 123RF

W

ith mobile penetration standing
at over 100%and South African
internet use passing the 26 million
mark this year, the digital wave is spreading
fast and will inevitably include over-65s,
who make up around 10% of the population.
However, this demographic did not grow up
with ICTs, and may need additional support to
get the most out of digital technology. ‘Silver
Surfers’ who are keen to benefit from the
convenience of GPS, instant messaging, online
shopping and more find themselves blocked
at point of sale by a wall of poor service and
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confusion. Retailers need to do more to serve
this growing market, say stakeholders.

Technology complexity

Andrew Levine, Uber SOHO technician at Dial
a Nerd, regularly gets called in to assist older
clients with their technology. “We have clients
as old as 90, and we see a large number of
pensioners battling to use their technology,”
he says.
Levine says older clients typically want
their ICTs purely for communication purposes:
“They want to Skype, e-mail and share photos.
Mostly, they don’t browse online much.” He
says it’s not uncommon for older users to ‘work
their technology into the ground’. “You’ll find
they have an old desktop running Windows
XP, and they have a page on the side of their

computer listing step by step instructions
on how to use it. One software update that
changes something in the interface changes
their whole world. Typically, these clients
have a desktop or laptop, a router, computer,
webcam and speakers, and quite a few have
printers because they print out their e-mails.
There’s often a level of fear when they use the
machines – they're afraid they going to lose
something, so they want the mail or photo in
hard copy too.”
Levine says the Silver Surfer market is not
necessarily a lucrative one for retailers, but
there are some opportunities in this market.
“Money is not always readily available on a
pension, and technology requires a big outlay,”
he says. Possibly the biggest inhibitor in the
way of pensioners buying new technology

“We often hear our older clients saying they don’t
understand what the sales people are talking about.
Sales people tend to use overly technical jargon,
are sometimes quite patronising, and possibly sell
pensioners more than they actually need.”
Andrew Levine, Dial a Nerd

wizards. Some even have trouble with user
names and passwords. They just want their
technology to work – simply and robustly.” For
this reason, Levine often recommends that his
older clients invest in Apple iPads. “I’ve found
these are the simplest, most reliable and most
secure devices for the Silver Surfer market.
iPads simply work, and you can find good
refurbished ones at excellent prices. When our
older clients buy iPads, we find they adapt to
them quite quickly, and then we never hear
from them again.”

Neglected market

is the attitude and service they receive from
retailers, however. “We often hear our older
clients saying they don’t understand what
the sales people are talking about. Sales
people tend to use overly technical jargon,
are sometimes quite patronising, and possibly
sell pensioners more than they actually need.
They don’t listen to the customers or take the
time to explain what technologies suit their
requirements, or how to use them.”
He believes there are opportunities in
this market for retailers to sell affordable,
refurbished desktops and laptops to
pensioners. Even better if these devices were
preloaded with all the necessary software and
drivers, and customers were offered training
on how to use them. “Most older people can’t
or don’t want to worry about drivers and install

Arthur Goldstuck, MD of World Wide Worx,
says while his research has not focused
specifically on older people, the 65 plus age
group is included in research such as the
Online Retail Report. In World Wide Worx’s
updated 2016 report, 7.9% of South African
adults over the age of 65 shop online. This
is a relatively small proportion compared to
online shoppers in younger age groups, but
still amounts to significant numbers of older
people comfortable enough with internet
use to shop online. Since this age group is
unlikely to shop online using smartphones
and mobile devices, he says, it can be
assumed they’re using tablets and laptops
to do so.
Goldstuck believes these older PC users
present a potentially lucrative market for
retailers willing to make the effort to sell
technology to them. “South Africa has one of
the biggest mall cultures in the world, possibly
because of security concerns, but also because
of a sense of community. Older people will
likely go to a retailer in a mall when looking
for new technology. Most people prefer to
try technology before they buy, and won’t
typically buy it online. Unfortunately, older
people are often confronted by uninformed
young sales assistants who treat them with
disdain. Many older people have retired well
and have time and money on their hands, so
by not looking after them, shops are chasing
away good money.”

The value of service

Middle- to upper-income Silver Surfers say
they typically use a combination of laptops
and smaller cellphone for browsing and
communications. Older men, complaining that
smartphones are too big to fit in their pockets
and have keypads and screens too small for
typing and lengthy browsing, typically carry

small phones for voice calls and use laptops for
social media, internet browsing and video calls.
“I, and my circle of friends, like Skype
and other video call apps. Video is more
personal than a voice call, and it’s nice to see
grandchildren growing up,” says a pensioner
in Plettenberg Bay. He says when it comes to
shopping for technology, major retail chains
don’t offer enough support and advice. “Most
older people want to use convenient, moneysaving apps like WhatsApp and Skype, but
they don’t know how to install them and don’t
have anyone to show them how. It would be
nice if the cellphones and laptops came with
these apps installed.” Failing pre-loaded apps,
in-store assistance, advice and after-sales
service are the key to selling to Silver Surfers,
he says.
Hein Botha, manager of Kloppers Expert in
George, says pensioners account for 20-25%
of the company’s business in the GeorgeKnysna area. These customers vary from
so-called ‘swallows’ – European customers
who winter in South Africa and want the most
advanced technologies – to South African
pensioners who may be less tech-savvy and
more price conscious. “A lot of local customers
talk of ‘BC’ (before computers). They want
the functionality of the communications
technology in particular, but they’re a bit
scared of technology,” Botha says.
Most of his older customers are repeat
customers or friends of loyal customers,
he says. “Kloppers is a family-owned chain
of technology stores, and it treats its
customers like family. We know our regular
customers on a first-name basis. Our staff
are very experienced and trained on all the
latest technologies; but what really brings
customers back is the patience of the guys
on the floor,” he says. “We find out what
customers actually need the technology for,
and don’t over-sell just for the sake of it. We
also think it’s a good investment to sit with
a customer for a few hours and help them
install software and show them how to use
it. At the end of the day, it’s no use selling
someone something they can’t use. Plus, if
they're happy with the service, they tell all
their mates about it.” Botha says Kloppers
Expert’s trading and invoicing system allows
staff to track what customers have bought
in the past, helping the store to honour
guarantees and advise on appropriate add-on
technologies. This supports sales and service,
particularly to older customers, he says.
Q2 2016 |
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A cyber
liability
CYBER LIABILITY INSURANCE CAN OFFER ANOTHER LAYER OF MUCH
NEEDED PROTECTION FOR THE BELEAGUERED BUSINESS, AND CHANNEL
OPPORTUNITY TOO.
BY TAMSIN OXFORD
PHOTOGRAPHY SHUTTERSTOCK
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ero-day vulnerabilities saw an increase in 2015 of 125 percent. That’s
according to Symantec’s Internet Security Threat Report 2016. This
is in addition to the half a billion stolen or lost records reported and
the number of breaches with more than 10 million exposed identities
rising to nine from four in 2014. As cyber criminals grow in numbers,
their attacks and methodologies become more sophisticated and
legislation grows increasingly rigid, organisations are under pressure to
protect systems and data. To do this, they need to put up as many walls
as possible against the onslaught. One such wall happens to be cyber
liability insurance, which isn’t new, but is definitely on an upward trend.
“The demand for cyber insurance protection is almost a standard
request for organisations now, with more and more commercial brokers
asking about cyber liability,” says Nick Shutte, regional manager: Global
Corporate, Cape Region, and head of Financial Lines, Zurich SA. “In
some instances, the impact of cyber risks can be so substantial in
financial terms that network downtime, loss of data or extortion could
outweigh the physical risks of a property or general liability loss. Cyber
cover should, therefore, become a mainstream product that companies
purchase as part of their overall risk management strategy.”
At its most basic, cyber insurance covers a business’ liability for a
data breach that results in sensitive and/or critical information being
exposed. In South Africa, there are two types of cyber risks insurance
coverage available: commercial crime insurance and cyber liability
insurance.
“Cyber liability insurance includes the liability attaching to business
in rendering services and giving advice to third parties, as well as the
multimedia liability to which the business is held responsible,” says
Justin Keevy, director: Commercial Crime, Cyber Liability and National
Sales, Camargue Underwriting Managers. “It also covers security
and privacy liability for which the company will be held accountable
following a data breach.”

“Channel players can become
resellers of cyber insurance policies
to create new revenue streams.”
Simon Campbell-Young, Phoenix Distribution
The insurance can also cover breach of legislation, crisis management
costs following a data breach and data extortion monies that prevent an
attack on networks and systems. Currently, there are a few key players in
the cyber liability insurance market, including Camargue, SHA, AIG, ACE,
Hollard, Aon South Africa and Allianz. The sales process is dependent on
the organisation, the level of risk, the controls and procedures already in
place and an assessment of the critical business risks applicable to that
specific organisation.

Why should I care?

A recent report released by Aon South Africa found that 61 percent of
respondents have purchased cyber limits in the R114-350 million ranges,
but overall, 60 percent of large organisations still aren’t buying cyber
insurance. This presents the channel with an opportunity.
“Channel players can become resellers of cyber insurance policies to
create new revenue streams,” says Simon Campbell-Young, CEO, Phoenix
Distribution. “There’s no one-size-fits-all approach to IT security and the
most effective strategies require a practical assessment of the risks and
an alignment of resources to mitigate those risks.”
Hollard has already started to work with some channel players to
determine how cyber liability insurance can be integrated into their
service offerings.

“It can play a number of different roles, from peace of mind for
customers dealing with the channel player, to serving as a warranty on
their services and even as a value-added differentiator,” says Ryan van de
Coolwijk, product manager, Hollard Broker Market: Specialist Liability. “You
don’t have to think far out the box as to how the cover or elements thereof
can be used to supplement or differentiate channel player offerings at a
very reasonable price point.”

What’s the margin?

This begs the question as to what margin channel players can expect to
add onto sales of cyber insurance, or the compensation they can expect
from introducing clients to cyber insurance providers.
Keevy says: “The commission payable in most instances to the
intermediary is limited to a maximum of 20 percent of the premium in
this class of insurance, notwithstanding any binder fee arrangement.
A channel player may, through the services of an intermediary, be able
to attain reduced premiums based on volumes, or could come to an
arrangement with the intermediary in terms of a referral fee.”
Regulations are tight around what insurers can pay an intermediary
for business, so it could be that the channel has to find a willing partner
who will forgo the referral fee in return for business volumes.
“Traditionally, these products are sold through intermediary channels,
but some insurance players support direct, alternative distribution
structures and channel players could expect a reasonable mark-up for
on-selling to a volume of clients and/or distribution channels,” adds
Shutte. “There are also several possibilities for different structures to
suit a distribution base. The more traditional would be an introduction
involving a once-off fee or outsourcing to a traditional insurer. Others
may involve more specific solutions such as setting up a cell captive or
providing a dedicated product through an underwriting management
agency.” Channel players can explore different models for selling
insurance, but would need to consider FSB regulations when registering
any insurance entities or providing any intermediary services associated
with the sale of this type of product, unless they’re outsourced to
external parties.

Self-protection

There’s not only an opportunity for the channel to provide, but also
to apply. Managed service providers, solution integrators, hosting
companies, and other aspects of the widely diverse channel, are
potentially as vulnerable as the organisations they serve. There’s as great
a need to implement as there is to sell.
“Considering the amount of data that these channel companies host,
this type of insurance should be at the top of the risk management radar,”
says Jason Gottschalk, associate director, KPMG. “They should also be
notifying their clients of the risks associated to data breaches as well as
the possibility of considering cyber insurance as the financial impact may
not always be solely with the channel player. There’s also a need to not
only assess the type of cover required – cyber insurance is not specific to
the nature of a business – but also what is to be insured.”
The ‘what’ can include anything from: data liability which covers the
damages and defence costs associated with a breach, data security which
handles the certain types of damage from a breach, data administrative
investigation, data administrative fines, notification and monitoring costs
and repair of both company and individual reputational damage.
“Virtually all industries are being targeted, from legal and accounting
to architectural and engineering firms,” notes Keevy. “Cybercriminals are
breaching data and committing cyber blackmail – holding data hostage
while attempting to extort money from companies. It’s not if, but when,
a breach will occur and with a clear understanding of an organisation’s
vulnerabilities, it’s easier to begin the process of developing policies and
putting systems in place to mitigate the risks.”
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CO-OPERTITION SUPPORTS ECOSYSTEM COLLABORATION – IT’S A MODEL WHERE A NETWORK OF
STAKEHOLDERS CO-OPERATE AND COMPETE TO CREATE MAXIMUM VALUE.

BY MONIQUE VERDUYN
PHOTOGRAPHY SHUTTERSTOCK

T

he channel’s very foundation relies on co-operation between
vendors, distributors and partners, and thrives because of the
competition found therein. In a networked economy however,
companies need to devise business strategies that capitalise on
competitive relationships to create maximum value in the marketplace
and for themselves. The key to survival, according to this viewpoint, is
co-opertition.
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In his study, Co-opetition Strategy – When is it successful? Empirical
evidence on innovation and market performance, Finnish researcher
Paavo Ritala, found that co-opertition may open up opportunities for
value creation and eventual value appropriation, as it can be beneficial
for innovation and market performance. It can be especially valuable
when there’s high market uncertainty, as firms are able to increase their
innovation and market performance even under negative conditions
because they can share risks and costs with their competitors.
Cloud and mobile technologies and the resulting pace of technology
development have practically made it obligatory for companies to
co-operate and compete simultaneously, as a result of the need for
information sharing and process integration.

“In today’s economy, creative co-opetition
is a powerful means of identifying new
market opportunities and developing a
new or expanded business strategy,” says
Michele McCann, business development
manager, Teraco. “Since the mid-2000s
ICT organisations have been discussing
the importance and the determinant role
of infrastructure sharing, for example, in
the development of ICT markets in Africa.
Unfortunately, it hasn’t been enough and
although this led to many organisations
working on the concept, the reality is that
the open access approach has not been fully
embraced, nor is it completely understood.”
Professor Barry Dwolatzky, director of the
Jo’burg Centre for Software Engineering (JCSE)
agrees. “Up to now, in this country and this
sector, the focus has been on competition, with
little co-operation. While I wouldn’t wave a flag
just yet, there’s a burgeoning sense that what
companies are doing overseas to collaborate is
beginning to rub off on the local industry.”

The benefits of co-opertition

While the idea of working collaboratively with
historically bitter rivals might seem counterintuitive for fear of corporate espionage
or client stealing, Ritala’s research shows
that co-opertition enables organisations to
use fewer resources, or to use their current
resources more efficiently, in serving their
existing share of the market. Alliances formed
between competing firms lead to efficiency
benefits, and are common in the airline
industry, for example, where competing firms
share resources to spread risks and improve
productivity.
In addition to increasing market share,
co-opertition can also give collaborators
access to entirely new markets as a result of
product compatibility and interoperability.
Cost and risk sharing also mean the combined
resources can be used more efficiently.
Co-opertition can also boost corporate
reputation by improving the organisation’s
competitiveness. In South Africa and
throughout the African continent, it’s an
approach that could yield significant economic
benefits.
“The reality is that shared infrastructure,
as an example, is a significant enabling
mechanism to stimulate broadband access in
South Africa and if sub-Saharan Africa wants
to ensure its competitiveness, we need to
be decisive and have a clear-cut plan to fully
embrace and utilise an open access approach,”
says McCann. “In the current market,
collaboration may be the best opportunity for
revenue generation and sustainability.”
There has been progress, McCann says.
In datacentres specifically, providers are
increasingly connecting to each other and
white-labelling, instead of spending millions
to create proprietary service and product
offerings.
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"There’s no greater signal
that the days of closed,
proprietary systems are
coming to an end than the
fact that Microsoft and
Apple, both owners of
their respective spaces,
have acknowledged that no
company can own an entire
space any longer.”
Barry Dwolatzky, Jo’burg Centre for Software
Engineering

“In the past, everyone wanted to own their
own datacentre. There’s a growing realisation
that sitting on your own, very expensive
island, when you could be sharing it with
others for a fee, doesn’t make business sense.
McCann adds that the abundance of
overseas ICT players entering the African
market is also helping to change the landscape
and encourage greater co-opertition.
“There’s no greater signal that the days
of closed, proprietary systems are coming
to an end than the fact that Microsoft and
Apple, both owners of their respective spaces,
have acknowledged that no company can

own an entire space any longer,”
says Dwolatzky. “Today, Microsoft
co-works with vendors globally. This
ecosystem collaboration recognises
that technology has become
commoditised. Customers don’t
care about the brand; they want
business solutions that may well be
comprised of products from multiple
vendors.”

Transforming thinking around
co-opertition

However paranoid organisations
may be that competitors will steal
their business, there’s no stopping
the economic pressures driving
collaborative competition, forcing it
to evolve quicker than expected.
“Greater maturity in the ICT
market, much of it driven by the
uncontrollability of the rand, is seeing more
companies focusing less on ownership, and
more on value,” says McCann.
When looking to partner, she advises,
assess your potential partner’s products,
services and SLAs. “It’s less about cost, and
more about the value that it will bring to your
business,” she says. “Taking a more holistic
approach to solutions rather than homing
in on discrete products enables superior
thinking around added value for the customer.
The stability of you partner is also critical
– will they be around to service customers
tomorrow?”

Why co-opertition makes sense

When two competitors share different but complementary skills and strengths,
the results can be very good for business:

ECONOMIES OF
SCALE

Working together
reduces costs
and yields all
the benefits of
economies of scale.

SHARED
CUSTOMER BASE

If you and your
competitor have
products that your
combined customer
base is seeking,
the opportunities
for growth are
significant.

OPPORTUNITY TO
SELL MORE AND
TO UPSELL

If your customers
stand to benefit
from products and
services that you
or your competitor
offer, and which
they haven’t had
access to before,
you both have an
opportunity to
upsell.

SUPPLY CHAIN
OPTIMISATION

You can partner
on procurement,
logistics, and
research and
development,
reducing costs
significantly.

BUSINESS

7 steps to surviving the
tough economy

toolkit

IN THE CURRENT SLUMP, NOW MIGHT NOT BE THE BEST TIME TO BE A CHANNEL BUSINESS –
HOWEVER, THERE ARE WAYS AND MEANS TO SUCCEED IN EVEN THE HARDEST OF TIMES.

BY RODNEY WEIDEMANN VISUALS: ZACK HOOSEN

F

or channel organisations faced with an increasingly
harsh economy, keeping their head above water
during these difficult times is number one priority.
Here are seven steps to give yourself the best chance
at weathering the current economic storm.

Focus on your
customer
Consider your
strengths
Cut costs

In the current economy, it’s vital
to keep costs as lean as possible.
The tactical use of communications
tools like voice and video
conferencing can also be helpful in
reducing travel costs, while at the
same increasing efﬁciencies and
improving productivity. Remember
that, although many organisations
seeking to cut costs immediately
look to the impact of salaries, since
these are always a major expense,
this may have a deeply negative
impact in the long term. After all,
reducing headcount will mean
you’re also cutting down your ability
to service clients, while at the same
time reducing efﬁciencies.
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Assess your go-to-market strategy
critically. Trying to be all things to
all people is not a good approach,
says Hanli Wood, channel sales
manager for South Africa at
Riverbed Technology. Greater focus
on core competences will enable
more effective cost management,
and once core areas are identified,
concentrate on adding additional
services around these, she adds.
Adding the right services to enhance
competencies – although this may
cost a bit more initially, in terms of
training and certiﬁcation – will allow
you to deliver a broader solution
and increased value add, which in
turn will enable you to drive deeper
and wider revenue streams within
your existing customer base.

Concentrate on customer service
and experience. In a highly
competitive market and a struggling
economy, there’s only one true
differentiator and that’s customer
service. For a company to survive
long term, it has to maintain a
unique and consistent customer
experience that will make them
keep coming back. Furthermore,
customers’ needs are continuously
changing and evolving, so in order
to stay competitive, companies need
to be agile enough to be able to
meet their changing demands. It’s
important to be customer-driven
and know what your customers
want, as this will allow you to
choose vendor products that allow
you to craft solutions to meet
specific customer needs. And of
course, offering an outstanding and
consistent customer experience will
place you top of mind and create a
customer for life.

Find a strong
partner

Source products
carefully

The deterioration in the local
economy and the woes of the South
African currency will likely be a
major challenge for the channel
for some time to come. One way
to avoid the worst impact of the
nose-diving rand is to source your
products locally, if at all possible.
Supporting local suppliers not only
guarantees more stable pricing,
but it also helps to grow the local
economy. It’s also important to
negotiate pricing when bulk buying
or ask for settlement discounts. This
is the quickest way to obtain better
pricing. In addition, be sure to find
out about and take advantage of
any channel incentives, rebates and
MDF programmes on offer.
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Manage your
cash flow and
don’t overborrow

The age-old statement ‘cash is king’
has never been more true. Managing
your cash flow throughout the year
is critical, which means performing
regular cash flow analyses and
using cash flow forecasting to
take preventative measures, well
ahead of any potential threats.
Furthermore, don’t over-borrow, as
having a high debt ratio will mean
channelling most of your income
to debt repayments. This could
mean that you may have to forego
potential future investments, while
at the same time dramatically
increasing your overall business risk.

Partnerships are critical in such
tough times, whether it’s a vendor,
distributor, front-line sales channel
or even specialist service delivery
company to buddy up with. The
value of working together with a
partner towards a common goal
and the relationship and sense of
collaboration is what will move
organisations forward together.
Forming partnerships stimulates
innovation and enables companies
to offer services that were not
open to their customer base before.
In addition, partnerships allow
organisations to combine resources
and become more competitive in the
market. But don’t overdo it either
– too many partners will mean
splitting the pie too many ways,
reducing your income considerably.

Stay balanced
and focused

The current economy encourages
‘survival mode’, but this isn’t
sustainable and it’s not good
business. Ensure you still take
care of yourself and your staff,
since happy employees are more
productive and hard working.
Employee happiness can be
created through a range of options,
including incentive and reward
programmes, recognition – such
as a sales person of the month
award – and by the simple fact of
letting them know that their jobs are
secure. Even in a technology-driven
business, people are the lifeblood of
any organisation. Ensure both you
and your staff have a good work-life
balance. Furthermore, stay focused
by setting goals – on a daily, weekly,
monthly and quarterly basis – and
focusing your strategy, plans and
activities around them.
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SELLING MOBILITY TO SOUTH AFRICAN CUSTOMERS
OFTEN MEANS OVERCOMING CULTURAL RATHER
THAN ECONOMIC OBJECTIONS.

BY PAUL FURBER
PHOTOGRAPHY VERNON REED

M

obility has changed the business
landscape irrevocably. It’s affected
how businesses operate, employee
expectations and customer engagement.
Implementing some sort of mobility solution
sounds nice in theory, but what’s the reality
for South African businesses? Have there
been cutbacks on mobile implementations?
Brendan McAravey, country manager, Citrix
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South Africa, says that question presupposes
that companies have actually been doing
mobility.
“I would argue that in our interactions
with C-level people, mobility isn’t very high
on their list,” he says. “The education levels of
what the technology can do are low – people
are confused about what it is so there’s a
lot of 'wait and see'. If you talk to IT, who
have been under pressure to cut costs, they
don’t necessarily buy into the story that it
makes the workforce very mobile, agile and
productive. To them it’s a cost. I’ve met very

few CxO people who think it’s the way of the
future.”
Nick Black, territory manager – SADC,
VMware sub-Saharan Africa, says there are
particular use cases. “Certain industries, in
SADC so outside South Africa, are adopting it.
South Africa is actually slower than elsewhere.
To give you an example, a lot of banking
organisations we’ve dealt with have significant
interest and appetite for 'bring your own
device' and 'bring your own content'."
Edward MacFarlane, service delivery
manager, Integr8 IT, says mobility is useful

BRENDAN
M C A R AV E Y ,

Citrix South
Africa
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ADVERTO RIAL

Enterprise
demands are
driving mobile
innovation

I

n the modern enterprise, a
large percentage of the people
within the organisation could be
described as ‘always on, always
connected individuals’ – those who are
empowered by multiple technologies at
any given time.
These are the type of smartphone
users who check their phones on
average 150 times a day, or once every
five to ten minutes, and would also fall
within the 68% of employees who keep
track of work both outside the office
and outside of office hours.
“These individuals are sometimes
referred to as hyper-connected
individuals, due to the number of
devices they utilise and the fact that
they are constantly connected to
their work through them,” says Paulo
Ferreira, director of Enterprise Mobility
at Samsung.
“Due to the efficiencies this drives
and the engagement it enables with
the business, it is clear that enterprises
are the ones benefiting most from
increasing mobile innovation. In fact,
the demand for more innovation comes
both from the employees who use this
technology and from the businesses
that benefit from these individuals

www.samsung.com

being able to do even more work, more
efficiently.”
Ferreira adds that the kind of
innovation Samsung is responding with
includes faster multi-core processors
that are more energy-efficient. This will
allow users to utilise more capable and
powerful applications.
“It also means they will have the
ability to multi-task on a single device.
Remember that professionals often
like to do many things at once, such
as accessing spreadsheets, perhaps
a CRM application and checking their
e-mail. Improving the processors will
enable this,” he says.
“Samsung hasn’t only looked at
processing power, however. Another
core focus when it comes to mobile
innovation is constantly striving to
improve the battery life of our devices.
Every time we release a new device,
improvements have been made. One
only has to look at the difference in the
battery life of the new Galaxy S7, which
delivers 3 600 milliamps of power, which
is significantly more than the 2 500
milliamps of power delivered by the S6.”
Ferreira adds that other innovations
being driven by the demands of the
enterprise include bigger screen sizes.

0860 726 7864

An increasing number of business users
want to be able to view things like
spreadsheets on their devices, he adds,
which is a key driver in the move to
larger screens.
“Of course, possibly the biggest
innovation being driven from the
enterprise is the demand for increased
security. This is particularly important
in light of the increasing number
of bring your own device (BYOD)
strategies being implemented. We have
responded by delivering fingerprint
authentication for higher-end
smartphones and are already working
on better biometric security offerings,
including facial, voice and retina
recognition authentications.
“In the end, mobile innovation is
being driven by both the needs of the
enterprise and the demands of the
individual users, and these demands
are only going to increase. After all, it
has been predicted that where most
mobile professionals today use an
average of three connected devices,
this figure will double by 2020. This is
the clearest indication yet that mobile
innovation is not only taking off in, but
is in fact shaping the enterprise of the
future,” concludes Ferreira.

We’ve redefined
what’s possible.
Business doesn’t keep office hours. In fact, business
often doesn’t even happen in the office. So whether
you’re travelling between countries or boardrooms,
the sleek, lightweight Galaxy TabPro S is convenient
to take along. Packed with Windows 10 Pro, an Intel
Core M processor, a host of connectivity options and
over ten hours of battery life, the TabPro S makes
just about anything possible.

ZASZAS09883251

Samsung - A way of life.

www.samsung.com

0860 726 7864

THOMAS
MARSHALL,
Econz Wireless

to certain markets. “As an outsource vendor,
what I’ve seen with our SME clients is that
mobility has become key. I have one client
with four thousand SIM cards and the guys
were lashing them. They adopted a different
stance and went on to Always On-type
technology and made the user pay. R29 access
and hotspots gets you away from cellphone
abuse very quickly. At Integr8 we have an
airtime and data allowance. I used to work at
a large fleet company and we incorporated
Microsoft Lync and made guys mobile. We
were integrated with our staff in Nigeria and
nobody was down. Mobility is also being used
by companies who have employees who work
at home so that they can cut down on office
space and furniture.”
Daryl Marcus, sales director of Customer
Experience, Digital Solutions Group says the
influence of the customer is changing how
and why mobility is put in. “We build digital
customer experiences such as running call
centres and omni-channel solutions and in our
experience, the customer is changing. We’ve
had to change too in terms of how many
channels we’ve had to manage. You have to
weigh up the convenience, the flexibility and
the risk. I think mobility is here when you
look at the exposure of mobile devices and
channels.”

Local isn’t so lekker

Thomas Marshall, sales director: South Africa,
Econz Wireless, says the local attitudes to
business are a huge factor. “Globally, my
business uses Citrix for our webinars and we
close 97% of our business leads using it. In
South Africa, if we call a customer and ask to
set up a webinar, we’re told 'no', they want
someone at their door. It’s slowing down the
sales process a great deal. My bosses can’t
believe this. Some companies are doing it but
others will not talk to the support team until
56
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has a work from home policy which includes
mobility but there’s also a trust barrier here:
people don't trust their staff to work or
be efficient from home. Global companies
appreciate that working from home will save
them petrol, office space and time. It makes
sense when you understand that the three
biggest costs to a company are land, labour
and telecoms. Just increase the one slightly to
reduce the other two.”
And there’s a cost mindset rather than an
ROI one he adds. “I also find that people say
‘I have a budget’ rather than considering the
return on investment. I say with a mobile time
and attendance solution for example, you can
save on expenses, fuel and stolen
time. They see it as a cost per month
rather than a 15% of labour cost
savings.”
Sebastian Isaac, Business
Development manager, Rectron,
agrees with the cultural influence.
“The mobile workforce question
comes down to how businesses
are run in South Africa. Business
operational costs in Europe and the
US can be quite high so for them to
decentralise their workforces and
have people working from home is relatively
cheap. In South Africa, our customers are
very conventional: you have to be in their

"You have to weigh up the
convenience, the flexibility
and the risk. I think mobility
is here when you look at the
exposure of mobile devices
and channels."
Daryl Marcus, Digital Solutions Group
they see a face. Vodacom once told me that
it costs them R6 000 per person per month
to have a person sitting at a desk. Vodafone

STEVEN
COHEN,
Sage One
International

"If you talk to IT,
who have been under
pressure to cut costs,
they don’t necessarily
buy into the story
that it makes the
workforce very
mobile and agile and
productive.”

NICK BLACK,
VMware

Brendan McAravey, Citrix South Africa

face, you have to knock on their doors, to be
always present. And the people management
mindset is conventional: you have to be in
the office, you can’t be remotely accessible.
Take all these factors and put them together
and it’s still more affordable in this country to
have a guy working in an office.”
Steven Cohen, head of Sage One
International for AAEMEA region, lives in
both worlds. “I live both as a vendor in a big
organisation that writes software but I also
live in the customer’s head. I don’t think the
economy has anything to do with mobility
slowing down. I think people are trying to
find their feet as to how much value it adds
to their organisation. You have to look at
different industries. If you have a lot of reps
on the road then obviously mobility is going
to add value. But internally you need to be
able to track what calls your reps made and
that’s just a piece of technology that helps
a business control their reps on the road
better and helps them be more productive.
What I always find lacking are good stories
about how this technology helped a business
– properly. How does it normally work? You
bump into a mate at a party and he tells you
of something that worked really well.”

Importance of social culture

Cohen doesn’t believe in the mobile office at
all. “There’s a benefit of having a culture,” he
says. “We party at night, we talk about work,
gelling as a team, feeling we’re there for each
other as we climb Hamburger Hill – that
outweighs the cost savings. Employees have
to feel your energy.”
Rectron’s Isaac says this is partly
generational. “I agree with Steven to a certain
degree but it does depend on the age group.

DARYL
MARCUS,
Digital Solutions
Group

I can’t work from home: I need to be in a
high-paced environment where you feel the
energy of the other people around you. With
the younger generation, they’re able to work
from home because that’s the nature of the
younger individual.”
Citrix’s McAravey says it’s possible to justify
the position that everyone should be in the
office.
“On the other hand, there are people who
don’t want to spend an hour and a half in
the car every day. Some days when I drop
my kids off at school and fight my way along
Q2 2016 |
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William Nicol, I can spend an hour and a half
there and an hour and a half back. When
organisations aren’t open to a better way of
doing this, then they can lose a lot of value.
It’s another arrow in your quiver.”
VMWare’s Black says the generational shift
means apps are even more important.
“To use consumer apps as an example,
my banking app was a critical part of the
decision to move to my bank. It works well on
the iPhone and the iPad and it’s functional.
But have you ever tried to use an ERP or
CRM application on an iPhone? You can’t, it’s
horrible. Then you have to pull out your Mac
or PC.”
Black says ultimately, it will be the app’s
influence that determines the future of
mobility for companies.
“Today’s generation will decide within 30
seconds whether they will keep using an app.
So today’s application needs to be functional,
satisfy IT from a security point of view but
also satisfies the user – that’s when mobility
will take off. It’s not the device and it’s not
bandwidth – it’s how usable the app is,” he
concludes.

SEBASTIAN
ISAAC,
Rectron

“Today’s generation
will decide within
30 seconds whether
they will keep using
an app. So today’s
application needs to
be functional, satisfy
IT from a security
point of view but also
satisfies the user –
that’s when mobility
will take off.”
Nick Black, VMware

EDWARD
M AC FA R L A N E ,
Integr8 IT
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Meeting
evolving
channel
needs

SYNTECH’S EVOLUTION CAN BE
TRACKED ALONGSIDE THAT OF
TECHNOLOGY DEMANDS – AS THE
LATTER SHIFTED, SO DID SYNTECH’S
OFFERING, IN A DANCE DICTATED BY THE
IT (R)EVOLUTION.
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C R A I G N O W I T Z , Syntech

profile

BY ALISON JOB
PHOTOGRAPHY SEAN WILSON

S

yntech is a company that has evolved
with the times (and with technology) to
ensure that it stays both current and
economically viable. Established in 2002 as a
niche distributor of products for the creative
industries, today the company distributes
a host of technology products ranging
from computer systems to CCTV to storage
solutions.
Syntech MD Craig Nowitz came onto the
scene in 2010, fresh from the corporate world.
He says, “I identified SyntechSA as a niche
distributor with the right culture and ethics to
partner with. Soon after SyntechSA became
Syntech, with the goal of going global, and the
Martyns and myself have been on a successful
journey since.”
Founded by family members Ryan and
Shirley Martyn, SyntechSA distributed highend storage, flash and memory products for
the film and photography industries. However,
as these markets matured, and speeds of flash
storage accelerated, consumer products met
most of the industries’ requirements, and as a
result there was less demand for specialised
products.
Nowitz says, “A decision was made to
expand the product set with the addition of
consumer electronic products, upgrade the
break and repair components as well as the
selection of industrial PCs. A more recent
addition has been a line of security and smart
home products.
“We supply a lot of OEM products for
customers. So if a client requires a product
with their own brand identity and packaging or
design, we have the sourcing, manufacturing,
approvals and branding capabilities in-house.”
Over and above the film and media industry,
Syntech has expanded its target market to
include Apple resellers, VARs, online and retail
and, according to Nowitz, “we also have some
very defined verticals with particular focus on
several B2B solutions.” These verticals include
digital signage and AV integration, corporate
hardware upgrades, gaming and CCTV
installation accessories.
“In quite a short period of time we’ve
become the dominant player in the mini PC
market for the digital signage industry. Along
with our PC, notebook and server upgrade
offerings, we also stock an extensive range
of Apple upgrade components, storage and
peripherals, making Syntech one of the leading
technology distributors for the film and media
industry. We’ve also managed to open up new
channels in the audio-visual and automation
markets,” says Nowitz.
“As video on demand (VOD) and home
automation mature in South Africa we’ve seen
many of our products moving into this vertical.
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“Rather than simply selling
products, we’ve tried to take
an active role in empowering
our reseller partners and
using technology to build the
channel.”
Craig Nowitz, Syntech
Our industrial PCs are being used as media
streamers and our HDMI products allow for the
integration of HD content around the home or
business.”

Red tape challenges

Being able to offer the latest products and
solutions to the market has its challenges,
he continues, namely around the national
certification process. NRCS, the National
Regulator for Compulsory Standards, is
responsible for providing a letter of authority
for most electronic items before they can be
imported and sold.
Nowitz clarifies, “Currently the NRCS is
taking over six months to issue a certificate.
This used to take 21 days. As a result, South
Africa is falling so far behind on issuing
certificates that there are hundreds of millions
of rands’ worth of new hardware sitting in
warehouses that can’t be sold in this country.
“It also means that South African consumers
can only access certain newly-released
products up to nine months after the rest
of the world. This is a massive challenge
threatening business in South Africa.”

Protecting the channel

Syntech has a clearly defined channel strategy.
Nowitz explains, “We don’t supply any endusers and our partners need to be able to
add value with the sale of our products. We
assist our resellers with the sales process,
pre- and post- technical support and marketing
resources.
“A dedicated marketing department assists
our clients with creating marketing material
suited to their needs and requirements. In
addition, online retailers are given access
to live stock feeds, enabling them to list
our products on their websites without any
human intervention. This live feed includes
images, descriptions, pricing, dimensions and
stock availability, allowing them to update

our products on their sites within
minutes.”
Nowitz says, “Compiling accurate
product information and making
it available online can be a hugely
time-consuming process and
sometimes not feasible for smaller
resellers. We’ve digitised our entire
product catalogue with detailed
attributes that allow for easy
searching and filtering of products
on our website. Initially this was
done to make it easy for our staff and resellers
to see more information about our products
and buy online. We then saw our product
database as a tool that would empower our
resellers to easily list and sell our products
online. This has given many small resellers
the ability to compete against large retailers,
particularly with our newly released products.”
This information is made available via
a dynamic feed that includes pictures,
descriptions, attributes, pricing and stock
levels. The feed is available in CSV, XML
and XLS format and can be accessed by
all of Syntech’s resellers once they log into
its website. “Furthermore we built reseller
website plugins, for all major e-commerce
platforms, that dynamically direct leads to
reseller sites whenever an end-user hits
the ‘buy now’ button on a product listed on
Syntech’s website,” says Nowitz.
“Rather than simply selling products, we’ve
tried to take an active role in empowering
our reseller partners and using technology
to build the channel. We believe this
methodology provides a strong platform for
our reseller network to adapt and grow in a
difficult market. All of our content, marketing
resources, plugins and features are freely
available to our resellers.”

Future growth opportunities

The business currently covers southern Africa
from its two branches in Johannesburg and
Cape Town. It utilises a courier system to
ensure faulty items are collected, repaired or
replaced, and then returned to the customer.
Syntech is experiencing such great growth
that it has literally outgrown its Cape Town
and Johannesburg premises. “Our staff
compliment is growing monthly and it’s great
to see people moving up within the company,”
says Nowitz. “We’ll be growing into Africa and
more SADC countries as soon as we’re settled
into our new premises.”

BRANDS REPRESENTED
Antec
Crucial
FSP
Giada
G-Technology

Kanex
Kodak
MyGica
OWC
Romoss

Mac accessories and add-ons
ATTO
G-Technology
J5create
Kanex
JCPAL
OWC
Crucial
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Channel excellence

partner

awards

PICTURES: SUPPLIED

Riverbed’s big fish
During its Partner Connect 2016 event in Johannesburg, Riverbed Technology recognised the achievements of its top performing sub-Saharan African
partners. The accolades were awarded to partner companies for “excellence in delivering on evolving customer needs and driving revenues," the company
says. The awards were presented by Wimpie van Rensburg, Riverbed country manager for sub-Saharan Africa.

Winners

Partner of the
year, 2015
Left to right:
Tony de Sousa,
business unit
manager at
Datacentrix,
with Wimpie
van Rensburg,
Riverbed
Technology

Premium
partner of the
year, 2015
(Left to right)
Herman Pooe,
account manager
at Bytes
Technology
Group with
Wimpie van
Rensburg,
Riverbed
Technology

Technical
partner of the
year, 2015
(Left to right)
Wimpie van
Rensburg,
Riverbed
Technology with
Marc van der
Poll, technical
manager,
Datacentrix

Growth
partner of the
Year 2015

Partner of the year, 2015

Left to right: Kyle Menton, Presales at Networks Unlimited, with Evalean
Moonsamy, marketing at Networks Unlimited, Dineo Sakoane, order
management at Networks Unlimited, Wimpie van Rensburg, Riverbed
Technology and Mercia Oosthuizen, product manager at Networks Unlimited

Other winners

Two award winners not pictured were:

Sales person of the year – Duncan van Jaarsveld, BT Global Services
Technical person of the year – Durk Potgieter, Datacentrix
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(Left to right)
Matthew
McKay, BT
Global Services
with Wimpie
van Rensburg,
Riverbed
Technology

Movers and shakers

INDUSTRY

KEEPING YOU UP-TO-DATE WITH SOME OF THE RECENT INDUSTRY APPOINTMENTS

COMPILED BY ALISON JOB PHOTOGRAPHY VARIOUS

Veeam names regional
manager for Africa

Claude Schuck has joined Veeam as the new
regional manager for Africa. As an IT industry
veteran with more than 20 years’ experience,
Schuck is taking on the role to spearhead
Veeam’s growth into Africa by strengthening
its channel focus.
In his previous role, Schuck was channel
manager at EMC Southern Africa. Prior to that,
he was the head of the Dell Large Enterprise
business unit for South Africa.

Channel sales manager
announced at Hardware.com

Shereen James has taken on the role of channel
sales manager at Hardware.com.
Having spent 23 years at Mustek, where she
was focused on channel sales management
James brings with her a wealth of experience.
She says: “I have a wealth of channel
knowledge and an extensive variety of long-term
strategic relationships with industry players in
the reseller channel, including the export market
and retail channel. These have now extended
into the small medium business market and the
enterprise value-added reseller space.”

New MD for Bytes Managed
Solutions

Kandaswami heads up
SAP SA

Fourie van der Merwe has been appointed as the
new MD of Bytes Managed Solutions, part of the
Altron group. Van der Merwe replaces Deidre Le
Hanie, who stepped down after 18 years with the
business, 11 of them at the helm.
Van der Merwe joined the organisation in
1999, when it was still known as National Data
Systems. He has held various positions focused
on service delivery and operations, including
being appointed chief operations officer in 2013.

Lawrence Kandaswami has been appointed by
SAP Africa as the new managing director of its
South African business. Kandaswami brings to
the role almost two decades of management
experience, having held senior positions in
various South African blue chip organisations,
including De Beers and Business Objects, along
with many years of experience at SAP.
SAP Africa CEO Brett Parker says he’s
confident Kandaswami will effectively drive the
company’s regional vision. “He’ll be responsible
for executing SAP’s South African strategy."

Trend Micro appoints
regional account manager

New digital business unit head

Trend Micro South Africa has hired Gregory
Abreu as regional account manager. Abreu
will be responsible for increasing revenue and
market share in all of South Africa except the
coastal regions.
Abreu joins the company from his position as
a senior security sales specialist for Dimension
Data and has been working in sales and business
management since 2004.
“I’m happy to welcome Gregory to the team
as we increase Trend Micro’s focus on creating
lasting customer relationships within the region,”
says Darryn O’Brien, country manager at Trend
Micro Southern Africa.

Desmond Struwig has been hired to head up the
new digital business unit at Decision Inc. As the
general manager: Digital, Struwig brings 15 years’
experience in digital across marketing agencies and
technology organisations. Previously, Struwig was
head of operations and finance for EOH Digital.
Struwig says: “Digital information and
technologies have redefined business. From
reinventing the customer experience through to
workforce enablement and new business models,
digital permeates every aspect of an organisation.
It’s imperative for all organisations to understand
and leverage the opportunities presented by
digital, in order to remain relevant and successful.”
Q2 2016 |
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CLOSING
THOUGHTS

A playbook
to find silver
linings
BY REINHARD CLEMENS, CEO, T-SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL

TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENTS AND
CHANNEL BUSINESS MODELS ARE
CHANGING, BUT THERE’S NO NEED TO BE
AFRAID OF THE CLOUD.

T

raditional IT environments and the
players that support them need to
change their business models. But,
they’re not alone, many traditional industries
are finding their existing monetisation models
don’t work anymore. And key to this need
for change is the fact that businesses are
having to interact with customers in a totally
different kind of way.
Business models are moving from product
to service sales. An example is Michelin,
which is now embedding sensors in its tyres,
enabling it to move to a pay-per-use model.
To achieve this kind of innovation there’s
a need to change legacy IT environments to
allow more capability for new innovations to
take place. This is important for both channel
players to adopt in their own environments,
and also to help integrate into those of their
customers. The creation of more data about
the performance of a product or environment
opens the possibility to changing data
monetisation, and affects how you organise
your value chain.
You need cloud solutions, you need
platforms, you have to store the data and
you have to do your analytics work around
it. You also have to solve the connectivity
and security issues. The biggest problem
customers face at the moment is keeping pace
with and understanding changing technology
and its impacts.
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“The biggest problem
customers face at the
moment is keeping pace with
and understanding changing
technology and
its impacts.”
And it’s not just customers, very few
system integrators have a digital strategy.
Some still earn their living by installing boxes
for customers, or taking care of maintenance
or application management.
But this world will change, and everything
will move to the cloud. It will take time, but
in 10 or 20 years, that business model will
disappear. For smaller companies looking to
establish a robust, scalable and secure cloud
platform the prospect that can be daunting.
Besides offering our portfolio as a fullICT-services provider to business customers,
one part of T-Systems’ approach is to create
a channel for system integrator partners
to piggy-back from our investments, while
ensuring they’re moving with the times. So,
instead of selling hardware and maintenance,
they can participate in the cloud environment.
We have a platform and infrastructure in
place, and we’re working with 150 partners so

there really is a cloud ecosystem. In
addition to major players like SAP,
there are also more-focussed niche
companies with specialised kinds
of solutions – sitting on top of the
cloud – which customers can easily
use. We’re working to create this
kind of ecosystem in South Africa
that systems integrator partners can
tap into.
My biggest piece of advice for
channel players is to face the reality that onpremise hardware boxes will disappear. This
business is dying. Instead, focus on cloud.
The cloud environment is different. If a
customer buys a standard cloud account
from Microsoft, the system integrator earns
nothing. There needs to be a situation where
both T-Systems and our integrator partners
also benefit, and not a scenario where they’re
sitting in their box and we’re sitting in ours.
It’s important to create a situation
where partners are able to make money.
We recognised that key to channel players’
business is their relationship with their
customers, and we believe that should
stay in place. I don’t want to step into that
relationship, and vice versa, as we’re also
keeping customer relationships ourselves.
The move to a digital environment is
inevitable, and cloud is a fundamental step
towards that.

THE FUTURE OF DISTRIBUTION
IS HERE – IT’S DIGITAL
Calling all Microsoft Cloud partners… We have the cloudbased infrastructure to support your cloud requirements.
Tired of having to wait on people to get your orders placed?
Are manual systems and processes holding up customer projects and deadlines?
Are you interested in monthly billing?

What are you waiting for? Call us
today on 011 848 9000 or email
thepromise.za@westcon.com.

+27 11 848 9000 | WWW.WESTCON.CO.ZA

All Cloud now
billed monthly

WESTCON RECOMMENDS MICROSOFT® SOFTWARE

